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ABSTRACT 
TASKO is installed on the thermal beam tube 2T1 at 
the ORPHEE Reactor/CEN Saclay. This conventional Triple Axis 
Spectrometer on air cushions with variable incident energy 
is designed for inelastic neutron scattering experiments over 
a wide range of energy and momentum transfers. Various compo-
nents as monochromator, analyzer, detector assembly and 
collimations can be changed rapidly without the need of read-
justments in order to meet any special experimental requirement. 
BESCHREIBUNG DES DREIACHSEN-SPEKTROMETERS TASKO VOM 
KERNFORSCHUNGSZENTRUM KARLSRUHE AM ORPHEE-REAKTOR/CEN SACLAY 
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
TASKO wurde an dem thermischen 2T1 Strahlkanal am 
ORPHEE-Reaktor/CEN Saclay aufgestellt. Dieses konventionelle 
Dreiachsen-Spektrometer mit variabler Einfallsenergie fährt 
auf Luftkissen. Es ist für unelastische Neutronenstreuexperi-
mente in einem großen Bereich von Energie- und Impulsüberträgen 
bestimmt. Zahlreiche Komponenten, wie Monochromatoren,Analysatoren, 
Detektor-Einheiten und Kollimatoren lassen sich schnell -
ohne die Notwendigkeit von Nachjustierungen - auswechseln, um 
spezielle Meßbedingungen rasch einstellen zu können. 
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I. SHORT DESCRIPTIONS 








Give ~ (~) after a typing error for nurnbers 
(always~) - statements are deleted. 
All variables are set to zero 
control parameters for the measurement must 
be redefined 
necessary if BASIC statements have been changed. 
Program asks for console cornrnands (OPTION:) 
Program asks for console cornrnands (OPTION:) and 
stops moving motors after a short period of 
slowing down. 
Monochromator 8 M : Motor: 4 , Encoder: 4 
Monochromator 28M: Motor: o, Encoder: 0 
Analyzer 8 A : Motor: 5, Encoder: 5 
Detector 28A: Motor: 2, Encoder: 2 I valve: 2 
Sample 1/J: Motor: 3, Encoder: 3, valve: 3 
Scatt. angle ~: Motor: 1 , Encoder: 1 1 valve: 1 
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B. Console Commands (OPTIONS) 
Two letters "cc" followed by~ (J_.) 
ST STop - Return to BASIC 
DP Define Parameters for the measurement 
LP ~isting of ~arameters for the measurement 
TI Title of measurement 
BP Move ·to the ~ragg-~oint, defined by "DP" 
BX X-scan trough the ~ragg-point 
BY Y-scan trough the ~ragg-point 
ES ~nergy gcan at the Bragg-point 
EI Set the primary spectrometer to a certain energy EI 
EO Set the secondary spectrometer to a certain energy EO 
SP Input - gingle Phonon scan 
PP Input - Phonon Parameters for a scan list 
LS List of phonon gcans, defined by "PP" 
PC Cerreet phonon ~arameters, defined by "PP" 
SS gelect phonon §_cans (defined by "PP") for measurement 
RP _gun ~honon scans, defined by "SS" 
DR DRrive a motor to a certain position 
RS _gocking §_can of motors 
DS Qebye-gcherrer scans 
DE Determine the ~nergy from Debye-Scherrer angles (cubic 
sub s tan ce s ) 
DA Calculation of Qebye-Scherrer ~gles 
HO Calculation of ~igher Order contaminations 
RE Read out of Encoders 
LL ~isting of software Limits 
LZ ~isting Zeros for the motors 
ZZ Emergency- stop of all 
HP HelP for the experimentators (alphabetic list of "CC"s) 
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C. Control Parameters for the Measurement (PARAMETERS) 
the console cornrnand "DP" is used for definition 
MO Monochromator crystal: "1" = PG(002), "2"=Cu(111), 
"3" = Cu 220) 
AN Analysator crystal: "-1" = PG (002), "-2" = Si(111) 
AC Lattice spacing of the sample, X-direction 
BC Lattice spacing of the sample, Y-direction 
W~ Angle between X and Y axes 
8~ Zero angle for the sample rotation, ~0 
X~ X-Coordinate of the reference Bragg 








28 Monochromator (28M), 
Scattering angle (~) 
Detector angle (28A) 
Sample (~) 
8-Monochromator (8 ) M 
UNIFIXED = 1000, FIXED ~ 1000 
UNIFIXED = 1000, FIXED ~ 1000 
UNIFIXED = 1000, FIXED ~ 1000 
UNIFIXED = 1000, FIXED ~ 1000 
UNIFIXED = 1000, FIXED ~ 1000 
M5 Analyzer (GA) UNIFIXED = 1000 1 FIXED ~ 1000 
ST Stop- Program asks for console cornrnands (OPTION:) 
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II. DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS 
A. Instrument Specifications 
a) General 
TASKO is a conventional Triple-Axis-Spectrometer with variable 
incident energy installed at the thermal neutron beam 2T1. 
It is designed for inelastic measurements over a wide 
range of energy and momentum transfers. Various components 
as monochromator, analyzer, detector assembly and collima-
tions can be changed rapidly without the need of readjust-
ments in order tomeetany specialexperimental require-
ments. The principal features of the instrument are shown 














b) The monochromator part 
The shielding drum of the primary spectrometer consists of 
two fixed upper and lower parts and one central part which 
rotates when ever the incident energy is changed. A system 
of two movable blocks in the central scattering plane guaran-
tees an effective shielding in the whole range of monochroma-
tor angles: 18° ~ 2 8M < 75°. The movement of this blocks 
is fully automatic and controlled by endswitches. The status 
of these blocks can be read by the computer and in the automa-
tic mode counting is delayed until the blocks have been posi-
tioned. The 20M-angle is varied by a step motor and a reduction 
gear and is measured by an absolute encoder (resolution 
1/100 deg.) which is mounted directly on the rotational axis. 
If necessary, a movement in a fully manual mode (without 
motor) is possible. A demountable insert on top of the drum 
carries a turning table with a monochromator exchange unit. 
This device allows the selection of a particular monochroma-
tor crystal (PG (002}/(004}, Cu (111), Cu (220)). Each of 
these crystals is aligned on its own goniometer and is moved 
into the beam by one vertical and one horizontal displace-
ment. The "up" and "down" positions are fixed by endswitches 
and the horizontal displacement is registered by an encoder. 
At present the exchange of monochromator crystals is performed 
semiautomatically from the control pannel of the instrument, 
but a fully automatic operation could be achieved easily. 
The beam tube is constructed to give a geometrical focussing 
at a position of about 600 mm in front of the monochromator 
drum. Therefore, focussing onto the sample position by curved 
monochromator crystals is less important. Presently all mono-
chromators have a fixed curvature which is optimized for an 
20M-angle in the middle of the useful region. The inpile 
collimation a 1 can be varied by means of a collimation drum 
which is mounted within the reactor shielding (positions: 58' 
25', 15', beam shutter). At present one monochromator to 
sarnple collimator a 2 with boron coated steel plates is avail-
able. By the exchange of plates it is possible to vary the 
collimation in steps of 15'. A short optical bench in front 
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of this collimator can be used to mount special equipment, 
e.g., filters, diaphragms, beam shutter etc. The neutron beam 
size at the monochromator position is 40 x 75 mm2 and the 
distance between core and monochromator about 4840 mm. 
c) The sample table 
It is recommended to use a monochromator to sample distance of 
about 1400 mm in view of the geometrical focussing provided 
by the special dimensions of the beam tube (symmetrical case). 
In order to realize this short distance, the sample table is 
built on standard Tanzboden elements of 600 mm ~ (Franke & 
Heydrich). A specialexperimental setup with heavy outloading 
magnets or cryostats might require alarger support than the pre-
sent one. Otherwise the instrument is highly flexible concer-
ning a substantial variation of distances. A standard turning 
table and a manual goniometer which allows tilds up to + 15° 
at both cradles (the center of rotation is 96 mm above the plat-
form) are provided. 
d) The analyzer and the detector stage 
Both units use the same Franke & Heydrich elements than the 
sample table. All modules are interconnected by sliding arms 
which allow to adjust the intermodule distances. For an effective 
shielding the detector unit is placed close to the analyzer 
drum. The sliding option of the units allows an easy access 
to the analyzer to detector collimator a 4 . Analyzer and detec-
tor modules are driven by standard turning rings (Huber) which 
offered the possibility to reduce the costs considerably. A 
disadvantage is that the encoders are connected to the worm drives 
and not to the moving arms directly. In order to protect the 
mechanics in the case of a sudden stop of the motors while the 
air is still on, a special coupling piece allows the sliding 
arms to bend off if a maximum torque is exceeded. An effective 
shielding of the analyzer crystal is provided by 15 vertically 
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movable blocks of borated araldite which open only a slit 
for the a 4 collimator in front of the detector. The up and 
down movement of the blocks is fully automatic and is 
controlled by air pressure and magnetic switches. Endswitches 
will stop the movement of the detector unit if the slit for 
the a 4 collimator is not opened correctly. The shielding blocks 
can also be moved manually (electric switches) in order to 
have an easy access to the analyzer crystal. Each analyzer crystal 
is mounted on its own cradle and sliding table and is fixed 
on a short optical bench. Therefore, a rapid and reproducible 
exchange of analyzer crystals is possible. Two sets of colli-
mators are available for a 3 (sample to analyzer) and a 4 (analy-
zer to detector): Rutherford collimators with 20' and 40' 
divergency and flexible units with boron coated slidable 
steel plates (3o', 60', ... ).All collimators are separately 
oriented on their supports by which the.y are fixed on optical 
benches. Thus, no alignment is necessary after an exchange. 
The detector shielding consists of two parts: A housing build 
from borated polyethylene plates, which for an easy access 
can be opened at one side. Different shielding blocks with 
different detector arrangements can be moved in. By taking 
out a small piece of shielding material on the backside a 
view is opened for an optical alignment of the whole spectro-
meter in its "straight" position. 
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e) Instrumental details 
- Beam tube: 2T1 (thermal) 
- Monochromator: 
Neutron flux at sample position for different collimations (all 
me as uremen ts were performed at a reactor power of 13.5 MW). 
PG (002) = 14.7 mev (a =58 1 la =60 1 ) 2.79 X 107 2 . E1 nlcm s . 1 2 
107 2 ( 2 5 I I 30 I) 0.77 X nlcm s 
( 15 I I 30 I) 0.52 X 107 nlcm2s 
25.3 mev (58'160') 4.04 X 107 nlcm2s 
( 2 5 I I 30 I) 1. 09 X 107 2 nlcm s 
40 mev (58 1 160 1 ) 4.88 X 107 nlcm2s 
Cu ( 111) 35 meV (58 1 160 1 ) 1.30 X 107 nlcm2s 
60 mev (58 1 160 1 ) 1.36 X 10 7 2 nlcm s 
( 2 5 I I 30 I) 0.51 X 107 nlcm2s 
Cu('220) 100 meV (58 1 160 1 ) 0.51 X 107 nlcm2s 
( 2 5 I I 30 I) 0. 16 X 107 2 nlcm s 
- Analysers : PG(002)I(004), Cu(111), Zn(002), Si(111) 
- Beam size at specimen: 50 x 40 mm2 
- Useful range of incident energy: 
5 ~ E [meV] ~ 160; 4.05 ~ A[~] ~ 0.7 
- Momentum transfer 0.12 ~ Q [~- 1 J ~ 16 
- Energy resolution 1 % ~ 6EIE ~ 15 % 
- Energy transfer ~ 100 meV 
- Range of Scattering angle: 
Monochromator 18° ~ 28 ~ 75° M 
Specimen -10° (-140°) ~ ~ ~ 140° 
Analyser -100° ~ 28A ~ 100° 
- Ra.nge of Sample Orientation: 
-180° < \jJ < 180° 
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- Detector (available): 3He counter 50 mm ~ window, 100 mm length; 
vertical or horizontal 
BF 3 counter 50 mm ~ window; horizontal 
- Background < 2 cpm 
without sample, with ~ = 90° and the 
spectrometer in "elastic" position 
f) Technical details 
Mechan·ics: 
For the motors the following "save" speeds have been determined: 
8 M (Motor 4) : no particular limit, V = 60 deg/min. 
28 M (Motor 0) : V = 6 deg/min, may be increased with 
another reduction gear to V ::! 12 deg/min. 
28 A (Motor 2) : V= 60 deg/min. 
8 A (Motor 5) : no particular limit, V = 75 deg/min. 
1/J (Motor 3) : V = 75 deg/min. 
~ (Motor 1 ) : V = 50 deg/min. 
The maximum speed as well as the ramps for acceleration and 
slowing down of each motor are controlled by software and can be 
modified easily. 
The maximum torque at the turning rings (maximum value 
D ~ 6 m kp) is adjustable by the prestress on the springs. Make 
sure that the pressure on the worm drive is suitable (no back-
lash, not too much friction). 
Electronics: 
(1) The spectrometer is controlled by its own NOVA II (32 K) 
computer. It contains the following extensions: 
a) Television, which uses a special and additional 
memory (Standard card) 
b) Counter input, 16 counters at maximum can be connected. 
Direct connections between computer and a pannel on 
the backside are installed. Positive pulses with 
( 2) 
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2V 2_ pulse height [V] < 5 V are required 
(standard card) 
(c) Single-bit-control-unit (multiplexer, 16 bit words) 
Each card contairis plugs for 4 input and output 
addresses (8 plugs, one plug corresponds to 8 bits, 
see the schemes shown in Appendix I). The logic 
used is TTL positive (standard card). 
(d) For the step motor drives the internal clock in 
the computer has been modified to 8 kHz in order to 
supply sufficient high frequencies. Therefore, any 
change of computers requires the exchange of the corres-
ponding card (special). 
Step motor drive (power uni ts) 
( a) Chassis I: 4 connections for motors HS50L 
2 connections for motors HS25 
(b) Chassis II:1 connection for motor Sanjo 
1 connection for motor HS25 
Additional input plugs for endswitches "left" and "right" 
are provided. A motor can move only if the endswitch cor-
responding to the turning sense is closed. 
Internal mode: 
An adjustable oscillator provides the possibility for a 
manual drive (one general switch on the front pannel and 
individual switches "on"/"off" and "left"/"right" for 
each motor). 
External mode: 
The motors are fully controlled by the input signals from 
the single-bit-control (TTL positive Connections see 
Appendix I) . 
(3) Air control 
The valves (24 V ~) are controlled by solid state switches 
(a) manual Operation 
(b) automatic operation uses direct input signals (5 V) from 
the single-bit-control (connections see Appendix I). 
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(4) Control unit for mobile blocks (monochromator drum) 
The unit contains the logic to position the mobile blocks 
(left or right side of the incoming beam) dependent on the 
monochromator scattering angle 28M and provides 24 V = for 
the DC-motors. Start and stop are initialized by end-
switches on the drum and the blocks. The actual position 
of the blocks can be read from control lights at the 
pannel and a signal indicating the actual status is pro-
vided and fed to the single-bit-control. 
(5) Control unit for monochromator exchange 
The unit provides 12 V = for the small DC-motors necessary 
for the "up" and "down" movement and a change of the hori-
zontal tild for each monochromator. The endpositions are 
determined by switches and indicated by lights on the front 
pannel. In the "down" position the monochromators are 
on one level with the neutron beam. Intermediate positions 
are not registered. The movements are controlled by switches 
on the front pannel and two DC-meters which indicate the 
flow of current. (The horizontal translation of the monochro-
mator crystals is controlled by a step motor and connected 
to chassis II of the step-motor-drive) . 
(6) Connection unit for encoders 
In general absolute encoders with a resolution of 0.01 deg 
are used. The unit provides the power supply and the display 
of the actual positions. It connects the BCD encoder out-
put signals to the single-bit-control chassis (TTL positive). 
The conversion into decimal numbers is a matter of software. 
a) Encoder on the axis of the monochromator drum (Baldwin) 
0 
Resolution: 1 turn = 36000 counts (360 ) 
It contains an optical system which requires a "Takt"-
generator which is built into the encoder housing. 
b) Other encoders (Moore Reed 23FF184) mounted on the worm 
drives 
Resolution: 360 turns = 36000 counts (360°) 
The encoders work with a reduction gear and etched 
slices with a binary pattern which are scanned by contact 
springs. 
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(c) Encoder for the horizontal translation of monochromators 
Resolution: 1 turn ~ 360 counts (1°) 
Full degrees are counted in both directions by a special 
electronics. At present it is not connected to the single-
bit-control. 
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B. The Spectrometer Control Program 
a) General information 
The Spectrometer Control Program (User Program) is written 
in the programming language EXTENDED BASIC and runs on a 
32 K NOVA II computer. For a rapid processing special assemb-
ler subroutines are embedded in the BASIC, which are executed 
via CALL statements. Therefore the computer must be loaded 
with a particular version of BASIC (BASIC-INTERPRETER). 
Loading of the computer proceeds in two steps (1. BASIC-
INTERPRETER, 2. User Program in BASIC). A description of 
the procedure is given in Appendix II. 
b) The User Program 
For the definition of constants 3 different levels have been 
introduced: 
1. All constants fixed and those which do not change for 
every experiment like zeros, software limits, motor 
velocities etc. are loaded tagether with the program. 
A list is provided at page 
statement numbers. 
containing the appropriate 
2. Constants fixed for one experiment are input data and 
defined by the user. Typical examples are title, lattice 
parameters, etc. 
3. Constants which change frequently are required as input 
data whenever needed, e.g., parameters for phonon scans. 
The use of the Spectrometer Control Program starts with the 
comrnand "RUN" (J) • As a consequence all variables are set to 
zero and the constants of type 2 and 3 must be defined. The 
comrnand "RUN 500" (J) starts at a position where type 2 para-
meters arenot lost and asks for further fonsole ~ommands (CC). 
The command ESC stops the execution of the running program imme~ 
diately. The motors will stop after a short period of slowing down. 
The CC "ST" V2) ( stop) causes the return to BASIC. 
Two things are very important to remernher 
- Any typing of numbers followed by a pressing of~TU~ (~) will 
delete one or more lines in the BASIC program. This can happen 
accidentally in the case of typing errors. 
After every change in the BASIC program one should start with 
"RUN" (J._). Otherwise fields in core space are overwritten which 
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can cause a crash down of the cornputer systern. 
After "RUN" (/1.) or "RUN 500" ( Ä2) the User Program remains in a 
rnodus where it is guided by console cornmands (CC) unless it is 
stopped by "ST" (~) or the occuring of a BASIC error. The CCs 
(asked by OPTION:) enable the user to run a variety of auxil'3ry 
prograrns. 
c) The console cornrnands (CC) 
These cornmands consist of two letters as input. After a carriage 
(RETURßD (L) the cornputer will perform the requested operation. In 
principle the console commands can be given in any order. A wrong 
command will cause an error message together with a new request. 
ByQ:sg it is possible to interrupt at any time and to return to a 
position where a new console cornmand is requested. 
Description of console cornmands (OPTION: "CC") 
ST (STop) The system corresponds with STOP AT 
* 
Now the whole assembly of commands possible in 
EXTENDED BASIC can be performed. 
Return to the Spectrorneter Control Program either 
by "RUN" 
"RUN 500" 
(tt) ( all variables are set to zero) or 
(i.) . 
DP (Qefine ~arameters) The basic parameters for an experiment 
(type 2 pararneters) are read in. These parameters 
are known to the system by two letters: 
type of monochrornator 
" 1" = PG (002) 
"2" = Cu ( 111 ) 
"3" = Cu(220) 
AN type of analyser 
"-1" = PG(002) 
"-2" = Si(111) 
any value >0 means the lattice spacing of 
another type of analyser 
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AC lattice spacing in X-direction 
BC lattice spacing in Y-direction 
All definitions in reciprocal space concern-
ing phonon parameters etc. are done relative 
to the vectors 
W~ angle between X and Y axis 
S~ zero for the sample rotation ~0 corresponds 
to the encoder reading of motor 3 for the 
Bragg reflection defined by X~, Y~ 
X~ X-coordinate of the reference Bragg in units 
27T 
of AC 
Y~ Y-coordinate of the reference Bragg in units 
27T 
of BC 
E~ callibration energy used for the measurement 
of the reference Bragg 
M~ 28 monochromator (28M), UNFIXED = 1000, 
FIXED f. 1000 
M1 scattering angle (~), UNFIXED = 1000, 
FIXED f. 1000 
M2 detector angle (28A), UNFIXED = 1000, 
FIXED f. 1000 
M3 sample angle (~), UNFIXED = 1000, FIXED f. 1000 
M4 8-monochromator (8M), UNFIXED = 1000, 
FIXED f. 1000 
MS analyser (8A), UNFIXED = 1000, FIXED f. 1000 
The option "FIXED" means that the corresponding motor 
remains in a special angular position (f. 1000, e.g. 
90.00 ~ 90 deg.) during a scan. 
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The following dialog will define pararneters (rnachine text is 
underlined, possible answers by the user are given in quota-
tionrnarks) . 
OPTION II DP"/). 
PARAMETER "MO"~ = 2. . II 1 II 2 
The pararneter can be defined in any order or single pararneters 
can be changed if necessary. The reply "ST"J (stop) causes the 
systern to ask for a new CC (OPTION:). 
LP (~isting of fararneters): The systern will respond 
LISTING OF PARAMETERS, FIRST, LAST: "1,15"~is a 
possible answer 
TI (Title) : Possibility to define a title which appears 
on a top of each phonon scan 
BP (~ragg-foint) : Causes the spectrorneter to rnove to the 
Bragg position defined by X~, Y~ and E~ 
BX (~ragg, ~-scan) : Standard q-scan through the Bragg-
point with 11 points and 0.01 (Ac)* stepwidth 
BY (~ragg, ~-scan) : The sarne scan in Y-direction 
ES (~nergy ~can) : Standard E-scan through the Bragg-point 
with 11 points and 0.1 rneV stepwidth 
EI (~nergy, !ncident) : The prirnary spectrorneter is set to 
a fixed energy. The systern will respond: 
ADJUSTMENT OF PRIM. SPECTRO TO E(MEV) = "14.7";)_ 
possible answer 
is a 
E~ (~nergy, Qutgoing) : The sarne for the secondary spectro-
rneter (according to the normal W-configuration of the 
spectrorneter a negative energy value is dernanded). 
SP (Single ~honon) : The systern will respond: (An exarnple 
is given for an const. energy scan (energy loss) with 
fixed 14.7 rneV incident energy) 
NUMBER OF STEPS (ONE SIDE): 
QX 11 2 • 1 11 J 
QY : " 0 " J 
DELTA-QX 
DELTA-QY 
II 5 II J MONITOR COUNTS: II 1 000" )_ 
"0.02").. 
II 0 II J.. 
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PHONON ENERGY (MEV) : 11 -2 11 J DELTA-E : II 0 II d 
INC. ENERGY II 14. 711 t2 CONST. KI = 0 I KF = -1 : II 0 II J. 
PP (~ut in ~honons) : Input of a list of up to 20 phonon 
scans for automatic measurement. Monitor nurober = 0 
stops input and a new CC is required. 11 nurobers are de-
manded for input, separated by comma (,). 
ss 
nurober of the phonon scan 
nurober of points on one side 
( 1) NR 
(2) NP 
(3) MN monitor counts (a negative monitor rate defines 
a pre-set time in sec.) 
( 4) QX 
( 5) DX 
( 6) QY 
( 7) DY 
X-component of Q in reciprocal space 
increment for QX 
Y-component of Q in reciprocal space 
increment for QY 
(8) nw phonon energy ( 11 - 11 for energy loss) 
(9) Dhw: increment of bw 
(10) EI: incident energy 
II II (11) KI/KF: scan mode (KI = const.: 11 0 11 , KF = const.: 1 ) 
For the example given above the input would be: 
q II) 1, 5, 1000, 2.1, 0.02, o, o, -2, o, 14.7, 0 ~ 
(Select .§_cans) : The command is required for the exe-
cution of phonon scans defined by "PP II. O(K) = II 0 II J 
will suppress scan nurober K. If O(K) f: II 0 II the scan 
K is accepted for execution. 
LS ·(List .§_cans) : This command causes a print out of the 
scan parameters. 
PC (Parameter forrections) 
specifications 
The program asks for further 
"OK 11 J means no correction, return to input mode for 
further CC (OPTION:). 
"LI" J means a whole line will be corrected. The pro-
gram asks for the line nurober and 10 new phonon 
parameters. 
"SV 11 J. means a single parameter will be corrected. The 
program asks for the line- and paramete-r nurober. 
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RP (~un ~honon scans) : The scans selected by "SS" will 
be performed automatically after the execution mode 
has been defined 
II ~ II J 
II 1 II J 
II 2 II d 
means start of the measurement 
means scan calculation for 3 points only. 
QXE and QYE define the endpoint of the 
+ 
elastic scattering vector Q in reciprocal 
space. If it coincides with a lattice point 
a contamination of the phonon scan may re-
sult. 
has the same meaning as "1" but the calcu-
lation is performed for all points. 
DR (DRive motors) : The command is used to drive a 




(~ocking Sc an of motors) The program requires as 
input 
- the nurober of the motor "V" J 
- the center of the scan "W" J 
(input of physical angles) 
- the monitor counts "X" ). 
if X < o, the measuring time for each point is X sec. 
- the nurober of steps "Y"J 
(one side) ("O" is possible) 
- the step width "Z" J 
(Debye-~cherrer scans) : A nurober of scans (~ 5) can 
be performed subsequently. The program requires as in-
put 
- the total nurober of scans 
- the center of the scan 
- the step width 
- the nurober of steps on one 
side 
- the monitor counts 
II ~ ) 
: V ~ 
II II ) 
: W II 
h II \ 
: X Jt 
" " ) : y ll
~ II ) 
: z /t. 
if Z < 0, the measuring time for each point is Z sec. 
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DE (Qetermine ~nergy) : The input energy and the zero of 
the scattering angle is determined from a series of 
Debye-Scherrer scans (for cubic substances only). The 
input parameter are 
- lattice constant of the substance 
- zero shift of the scattering angle ~ 0 
(may be given as "0") 
- the nurober of measurements. 
Then the program requests the Miller indices h,k,l 
of a reflection and the measured peak position and 
prints out the incident energy, the zero shift of the 
scattering angle and finally the mean values. 
DA (Qetermine ~ngles) : The routine calculates Debye-
Scherrer angles for various substances. The first in-
put parameter (one letter) defines the crystal symme-
try system: "C" (cubic), "H" (hexagonal), "T" (tedra-
hedric), "R" (rhombohedric), "O" (orthorhombic) and "M" 
(monoclinic) . The program asks further for the re-
quired lattice parameters and prints out the scatter-
ing angle for each desired reflection (hkl) . 
HO (Higher Order contaminations) : Energy transfers nw 
are calculated for which the analyser will be in a 
reflection position for a higher order energy of the 
incident neutron beam. Only the cases where the order 
(n) of reflections for the analyser and monochromator 
differ by 1 are treated. Input parameter is the inci-
dent energy "E " 
0 
-upscattering: 
(E +nw)n2 = E (n+1) 2 0 0 
-downscattering 
'Ii.w 
(E -nw) (n+1) 2 = E ·n2 ~ 'Ii.w 0 0 
RE (~ead out of ~ncoders) : The program prints out the 
actual encoder reading and the zero for all motors. 
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LL (Listing of software Limits) : The program prints out 
the software limits for all motors. 
LZ (~isting !eros) 
all motors. 
The program prints out the zeros for 
ZZ (Emergency - stop of all) : The motors are forced into 
a slowing-down-sequence till a complete stop. The system 
will ask for a new CC (OPTION:). 
HP (HelP for the experimentator) : An alphabetic list of 
console commands (CC) is shown on the television screen. 
d) Definition of general constants 
statement nurnbers 
40 - 72 
83 - 112 
170 - 17 4 
175 - 232 
244 - 298 
500 - 508 
641 - 668 
671 - 704 
e) Special subroutines 
1022 - 1475 
4502 
5090 - 5240 
5250 - 5310 
5320 - 5360 
5370 - 5620 
5630 - 5740 
5750 - 5840 
5850 - 6050 
6060 6120 
6130 - 6660 
6670 - 6700 
7100 - 7350 






step motor functions 
default values for scans 
monochromator lattice constants 
analyser lattice constants 
phonon program 
auxiliary programs 
conversion BCD-DEC for encoder 
status of pre-warn-switches 
skip of motors 
date after C1 seconds 
check software limits 
ASIN 
energency-stop of all-interrupt 
of endswitches 
field X(I), Y(I) = 0 
plot routines 
positioning of motors 
rocking scan of motors 
monitor subroutine 
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C. Error Handling 
a) Error messages 
(the meaning of the error numbers is given in Appendix IV) 
- Error numbers n < 70 refer to BASIC errors 
- Error numbers 75 < n < 100 refer to system 
interrupts 
- Error numbers 100 < n < 200 refer to the counter input 
- Erorr numbers 600 < n < 760 refer to the single-bit-
control (essentially end- and pre-warn~switches) 
- Error nurober 300 < n < 400 refer to the television 
system. 
b) How to recover the operational status of the instrument 
again 
- BASIC errors: 
"RUN500"d , "RUN",J , reload the computer 
- Errors connected with the interrupt handling: 
check plugs, start again with "RUN';) or 
"RUN500'~ 
- Input - output errors at the single-bit control, 
possible checks: 
11CALL 64, address, number 1~ 
The appearing of the nurober (binary form) at the 
corresponding plug can be checked by a meter or a set 
of luminescent diodes 
II II\ CALL 62, address, variable~ 
With a special cable the output- and input plugs 




Connections to the SINGLE-BIT-CONTROL-UNIT 
g~~~r~1= One address corresponds to two plugs 
upper 
lower 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 ·~--
9 10 1112 13 14 1516 -~--
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 ··--
9 101112 13 14 1516 ·~--
connection to bits 8-15 
ground 
connection to bits 0-7 
ground 
The plugs have been pressed such that the Connections 
are correct if the following scherne is rnaintained: 
upper trame 
i cables upward 
lower frame 
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If a component needs more than one plug (8 bits) the cables 
have been numbered. 
Scheme: 
cable 2 (bits 8-15) 
cable 1 (bits0-7) 
D cable 3 ( bi ts 16-23) 
The encoder of motor "O" needs for the display the plug on 
the card backside. In the case of changements notice that only 
the two lower addresses (one card contains 4 addresses) are 
connected to the pins on the backside. 
Adr. out in Adr. out in 
J valvesJ ~ CJ CJ -1 (en:0~e~ 3 CJ CJ CJ oc--
0 
0::: ~ CJ D 4: u 6 4 2 ~ ~ CJ 7 -
out for external control of encoder "O": plug behind 
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Adr. out 1n Adr. out 1n 
CJ ~ D ~ -2 
5 ~ 7 D ~ N CJ 0 1 1 
0::: 
<{ CJ CJ D CJ (.) 6 CJ 8 CJ En ·tencodtJ -1- -
Adr. out 1n Adr. out 1n 
CJ ~ CJ ~ 2 -9 CJ 11 CJ M 
0 
0::: 
CJ CJ D Cd < u 10 CJ ~ 12 D ~ - -
Adr. out 1n Adr. out 1n 
CJ ~ D CJ 13 - 15 ....., CJ ~ D CJ 0 1 
0::: 













Meaning of R end S: 
this must be manipulated at the COMPUTER. 
this must be manipulated at the SILENT. 
=================~======================================; 
1. > R 
2. ) s 
3. ) s 
4. ) 8 
5. ) H 
6. ) R 
7. ) 8 
8. ) s 
Tul'n POWEH KEY into the "ON" position 
POt.-IER ON 
put cassette 11 BASIC*INTERPRETER" into right 
c:assette station 
Cif SILENT is equipped with RDC OPTION~ turn it 
II OFF II. ( RDC :::: REMOTE DEV I CE CONTROL.) 
press PLAYBACK~ REWIND and LOAD/FF 
[upper three switches (from middle to the right)J; 
(if you use the left cassette station. proceed 
in an analog way) 
switch 12 in upper position 
toggle PROG LOAD upward 
switch SPEED on HI <high) 
for EXPERTS in order to acealerate the reading 
process by a Pactor of 2: 
press the 3-position switch downward on STOP 
and upward on CONT START in field 11 PLAY BACK 
CONTROL 11 in the middle 
9.) --> wait a long time until the computer stops with 

















(if 077727 is in the ligths -> PARITY ERROR, 
repeat the procedure starting with 4. ) ) 
SPEED on LO Clow) 
pr·ess REWIND 
all data switches in downward position 
toggle RE8ET and START upward 
reply the question "EiiROR MESSAGE TEXT" with "Y" 
type the date as proposed 
insert "BASH>H-PHOGRAMM" cassette instead of 
"BASIC·l*INTERPRETEH" cessatte 
press PLAYBACK~ REWIND~ LOAD/FF 
SPEED on HI Chigh) 
pPess anH key Ce. g. bl.:mk key) 
weit e long time until the cassette is moving 
continuously 
in f:ield "PLAYDACJA./CONTROL 11 - press switch STOP 
pT'ess switth HEWIND 
switch SPEED on LO (low) 
press ESC-switch 




SHtJT DOWN OF THE COI"1PtJTER 
************************* 
1.) R turn POWER switch antic:lockwise to the "OFF" 
position 
********************************************************• 
RESTART of the COMPUTER 
*********************** 
1. > R ell data s.witches should be in a downward 
position 
2. ) R togg 1 e RESET and START upwaT'd s 
********************************************************• 
--------------------------------------------------------) 
F or EXPERTS : 
How to restart (hopef-ully! !) arter a system c:rash 
--------------------------------------------------------· 
1. ). R Switch 0 till 7 down and 8 till 15 in upper 
position 
2. ) R tog g 1 e RESET and START upwa·r·d 
The user-progremm will be erased. 








LISTING.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0001 
GOTO KREUZREFERENZLISTE ...... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0023 
GOSUB KREUZREFERENZLISTE .......................... : 0026 
VARIABLEN KREU7REFERENZLISTE ...................... : 0027 
GOSUB LISTE ....................................... : 00:::10 
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########################~##~#################~##~##~##~###########~#####~## 
T A S K 0 ~= BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 12: 59 SEITE 1 
##################################################################::######## 
LISTING DES PROGRAMMES SACLAYDOKU. BA 
==================================== 
0001 ON ESC THEN GOTO 0500 
0006 DIM Vt30J,At18J,Pt11J,Gt12J,Wt6J,Rt11J,Mt16J 
0007 DIM Y$t82J,B$[2J,Et15J, Z$t40J,C[40J,Ut20J,Q[6J 
0010 DIM Tt20, 10J,Ot20J, X$t6J 
0013 LET Y$[1,30J="MOANACBCWOSOXOYOEOMOM1M2M3M4M5" 
0016 LET Y$t31,78J="LPTILLLZBPBXBYESRSREEIEODSDEHODADPPPPCSSLSSPRPDR" 
0017 LET Y$t79,82J="HPZZ" 
0019 LET Et10J=1000 
0022 LET Et11J=1000 
0025 LET Et12J=1000 
0028 LET Et13J=1000 
0031 LET Et14J=1000 
0034 LET Et15J=1000 
0037 DEF FNTCI>=INTCN6/2AI)-2*INTCN6/2/2AI) 
0040 REM# SOFTWARELIMITS, MOTOR 0: GCO)=, GC1)=, ETC. 
0043 LET GtOJ=197. 5 
0046 LET Gt1J=253. 8 
0049 LET Gt2J=177. 8 
0052 LET G[3J=306 
0055 LET G[4J=87.9 
0058 LET Gt5J=190. 7 
0061 LET G[6J=10 
0064 LET Gt7J=350 
0067 LET Gt8J=230. 65 
0070 LET Gt9J=298.45 
0071 LET Gt10J=O 
0072 LET Gt11J=350 
0073 LET W1=3. 14153/2 
0074 LET A1g6. 2832/5. 43 
0075 LET Et7J=1 
0076 LET EtSJ=-1 
0077 LET B1=A1*SGRC2) 
0078 LET 00=3. 615/SGRCB> 
0079 LET D1=3. 3~35 
0080 LET Dl=Dl/2 
0081 LET Et9J=40 
0082 LET Pt1J=179.8 
0083 REM# ZEROS OF ENCODERS 
0084 LET Pt1J=179. 8 
0085 LET Pt2J=179. 04 
0088 LET PtOJ=178.64 
0091 LET Pt6J=298 
0094 LET Pt7l=295.87 
0097 LET Pf8J=295. 93 
0100 LET Pf4J=Pt8J 
0103 LET Pt9J=249. 28 
0106 LET Pt10J=249.28 
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##################################################################i!######## 
T A S K 0 == BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 12: 59 SEITE 2 
################################################################## Ii######## 
LlSTING DES PROGRAMMES SACLAYDOKU. BA 
======~============================= 
0109 LET Pt5J=P[9J 
0112 LET Pt3J=179. 98 
0115 REM# CONST. FOR SWITCHES 
0118 LET N1=0 
01 ~~ 1 LET N3=0 
0124 LET IO=O 
0170 REM# SPECTRO. GONFIGURATION- SCATT.ANGLE: C2=, DET. ANGLE: C3= 
0173 LET C2=1 
0174 LET C3.,o··1 
0175 REM# GORRELATION TABLE FOR ADRESSES, C<I><30 INPUT ADR. 
0177 REM# END-SWITCHES 
0178 LET C[1J:;:;;4 
0181 LET C[2J=2 
0184 REM# ENCODERS: MOTOR!= 5,6 ETC. MOTOR6= 15,16 
0187 LET C[5J=5 
0190 LET C[6J=6 
0193 LET Ct7J=7 
0196 LET Cl:8J=8 
0199 LET Ct9J=9 
0202 LET C[10J=10 
0205 LET Ct11J=11 
0208 LET Ct12J=12 
0211 LET Ct13J=13 
0214 LET Ct14J=14 
0217 LET Ct15J=l5 
0220 LET Ct16J=16 
0223 REM# VALVES 1 TO 5 
0226 LET Ct30J=1 
0229 REM# STEP MOTOR CONTROL 
0232 LET Ct31J=2 
0235 REM# INITIALISATION OF END-SWITCHES 
0238 CALL 60,Ct1J,-1,-1 
0241 ON ERR THEN GOSUB 5970 
0244 REM# T ABLES OF STEP -~FUNC TI ONS FOR MOTOR DRIVE 
0247 REM# WRITE ZERO AT THE END OF EACH TABLE 
0250 REM# SCATT. ANGLE M1 
0253 DATA 2.800,3.500,4,320,5.200,6, 140,7, 100,9,70,9,50 
0256 DATA 10.40, 11,32, 12,24,0,0 
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########################################################################### 
TA S K 0 ==BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 12:59 SEITE 3 
########################################################################### 
LISTING DES PROGRAMMES SACLAYDOKU. BA 
::;:=::=:.::.::===::r.:========:-==================== 
0259 REM# DET. ANGLE M~? 
0262 DATA 
0265 DATA 
0268 REI'1:tt SAI"'P Lf:: M3 
0271 D1-\TA 2>200,2> 100.2>50.2.3212.20,31 1610>0 
0274 REM# MONOCHROMATOR M4 
0277 DATA 2,200,3, 100,4,50,5,32, 5.20,0>0 
0280 REM# ANALYSER M5 
0283 DATA 2.40>3>24>4> 16,0,0 
0286 REM# M6 NOT USED 
0289 DATA 33,5>30,5,0,0 
0292 REM# MOC2TETA-MONOCHR. 
0295 DATA 2>800>2,500,3,320,3.200,3, 160,4, 100,4,80>4,50 
0298 DATA 5~40>5132~5,24>5,20,0,0 

















C1-'\LL 16.1, 0> V 
LET '""'"'"Ü 
REM# CREATION OF FIELD SCK> FOR MOTOR DRIVE 
FOF~ 1'1::::: 1 TO 7 
LET ~~"''·1 
READ VOO, VU\+l J 
IF VtKJ=O THEN GOTO 0340 
LET K::::~~·f-;:1 
GDTO 032~) 
CALL 161. i'J, Vt 1:1 
NEXT M 
GOTO 0400 
0360 REM# SETUP OF TV ON A NOVA 3/4 WITH AT LEAST 128 KBYTE 
0361 DII'-1 B[20UOJ 
0363 CALL 31, 1,0,0 
0364 CALL 30,J3,H 
0~.:166 GOTD 041 7 
-> 0400 REM# TV SETUP 
0405 LET A2=ü 
0408 CALL 31, 1~0~ 1 
0411 CALL. 30~A2,A2 
0414 n.:: A~)<>O THEN PF<JNT "ERROR IN TV STORAGE" 
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#########*########################################################~######## 
T A S K 0 ~= BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 0 SEITE 4 
:##################################################################~######## 
LISTING DES PROGRAMMES SACLAYDOKU. BA 
================~=================== 
-:> 0417 CLOSE 
0420 OPEN FILE[6, 1J, 11 $LPT 11 
0423 CALL 130.6 
0426 CALL 131.0 
0429 CALL 138 
0432 PR INT FILE[6J, II II 
0435 PR INT FILE[6J, II <14>8 T A R T -T A s- p 
0438 PR INT FILE[6J, II II 
0441 PR INT FILE[6J. II ·~14>HIT HP FOR HELP 
0444 FOR K=O TO 255 STEP 16 
0447 FOR J::."'K TO 255 STEP 16 
0450 CALL 32,K, I,A2 
0453 CALL 32, I,K,A2 
0456 NEXT l 
0459 CALL 32, 255, ~'·' A2 
0462 CAL.L 32, K, 255~ A';;.~ 
0465 NEXT K 
0466 CALL 32, 255, 2t}5, A;.:!. 
-> 0500 REM# OPTION <CC) INPUT, DEFAULT VALUES 
0501 LET H=O 
0502 LET X2=0 
0503 LET Y2=0 
0504 LET E1=0 
0505 LET E2==0 
0506 LET E4=0 
0507 LET N9=5 
0508 LET 1'13=·-·1 
0509 LET CO=LEN<Y$}/2 
0510 PRINT 
0511 INPUT 11 (13> DPTJ.DN: ".• B$ 
0512 IF B$()- 11 8T 11 THEN C~OTO 0515 
0514 STOP 
-> 0515 LET X1=E[7J 
0516 LET Y1:-o:E[8J 
0517 LET E3=r::r:9J 
0518 CALL 508,0 
0520 FOR 1=16 TO CO 
0521 IF B$=Y$[2*I-1~2*lJ THEN GOTO 0533 
0524 NEXT I 
0527 PRINT "NOT AN OPTION"; 







LET B$=" II 
ON I-15 THEN 
ON l-23 THEN 
ON I-31 THEN 













R 0 G R A M" 
ON DISPLAY" 
3000. 30501 31.001 :31 50 
3500. 3r11. O, 4l.10. 4;;~c:.,'O 
094·41 0860 .. 102;;.~. 1 :wo 
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##################################################################H######## 
T A S K 0 ~~ BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 0 SEITE 5 
########################################################################~## 
LISTING DES PROGRAMMES SACLAYDOKU. BA 
===============~==================== 
-> 0548 REM# TITLE OF MEASUREMENT TI 
0551 INPUT "<13> TITLE: ", Z$; 





























REM# LIST SOFTWARE LIMITS LL 
PRINT "<:13> SOFTt.-JARE LIMITS OF MOTORS <:13:>" 
FOR 1=1 TO 6 
PR I NT II MOTOR II; I -1; " ::;: "; G [ 2* I -2 J; G [ 2* I -1 :1 
NEXT I 
GOTO 0500 
REM# LIST ZEROS OF I"'OTORS LZ 
PR INT 11 (13> ZEROS OF 1•1DTORS ·(13)·1l 
FOR I=O TO 5 
PR INT II MOTOR II; I; 
IF I=·4 THEN PRINT P(6J~Pt:7J>P(8J 
IF I=::', THEN PRJNT PC9J~PC10J 
IF 1(4 THEN PRJNT Pf.l:J 
NEXT I 
GOTO 0500 
REM# DEFINE PARAMETERS DP 
INPUT "(13> PARA1'1ETER: ", B$; 
IF D$="ST" THEN GOTO 0500 
PRINT II = "; 
FOR 1:::=1 TO 15 
IF D$=Y$[2*I-1,2*Il THEN GOTO 0629 
NEXT I 
PRINT "NOT A PARAI"'E'fER 11 
GOTO 0605 
LET B$= 11 II 
ON I THEN GOTO 0641> 0671, 0707> 0719, 0731, 0743, 0755, 0764 
ON I-8 THEN GOTO 0773, 0785, 0791, 0797, 0803, 0809~ 0815 
GOTO 0605 
-> 0641 REM# MONOCHROI"'ATOR: PGC002>= 1~ CUC111)= 2~ CUC220)= 3 MO 
0644 INPUT EU J; 
0647 LET Pt4J=P[E[ 1 J·t-5J 
0650 ON E[1J THEN GOTO 0653, 0659, 0665 
-> 0653 LET D0=3. 3535 
0656 GOTO 0605 
-> 0659 LET D0=3.615/SGRC3) 
0662 GOTO 0605 
-> 0665 LET D0=3. 615/SGRCB> 
0668 GOTO 0605 
-> 0671 REM# ANALYSER: PGC002)= -1~ 81(111)= -2, >O =LATTICE SPACING AN 
0674 INPUT E[2J; 
0677 IF E[2J<O THEN GOTO 0689 
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######################################################~###########ff######## 
T A S K 0 == BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 0 SEITE 6 
##################################################################~######## 
LISTING DES PROGRAMMES SACLAYDOKU. BA 
=====================~============== 
0680 INPUT p[ 5J; 
0683 LET D1=E[2J 
0686 GOTO 0605 
-> 0689 LET P[5J=P[-E[2J+BJ 
0692 ON -E[2J THEN GOTO 0695, 0701 
-> 0695 LET D1=3. 3535 
0698 GOTO 0605 
-> 0701 LET D1=5. 4301/SGRC3J 
0704 GOTO 0605 
-·-> 0707 REM# LATTICE' SPACING IN X-·DIR. AC 
0710 INPUT El3J; 
0713 LET A1=6. 2832/E[3J 
0716 GOTO 0605 
·-> 0719 REM# LATTICE SPACING IN Y-DIR. BC 
0722 INPUT E[4J; 
0725 LET B1=6.2832/E[4J 
0728 GOTO 0605 
-> 0731 REM# ANGLE BETWEEN X,Y-AXES WO 
0734 INPUT E[~')]; 
0737 LET W1=E[5l*1. 74533E-02 
0740 GOTO 0605 
-> 0743 REM# ZERO FOR SAMPLE CM3) SO 
0746 INPUT E[6J; 
0749 LET P[3J=E[6J 
0752 GOTO 0605 
-> 0755 REM# X-COORD. OF REFERENCE BRAGG XO 
0758 INPUT El7J; 
0761 GOTO 0605 
-> 0764 REM# Y-COORD. OF REFERENCE BRAGG YO 
0767 INPUT El:8J; 
0770 GOTO 0605 
-> 0773 REM# ENERGY FOR CALIBRATION EO 
0776 INPUT E[9J; 
0779 GOTO 0605 
0782 REM# FIXED ANGLE OF MOTORS CNOT FIXED= 1000) MI 
-> 0785 INPUT EC10J; 
0788 GOTO 0605 
-> 0791 INPUT Er11J; 
0794 GOTO 0605 
··> 0797 INPUT E[ 12J; 
0800 ·~OTO 0605 
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##################################################################l~######## 
T A S K 0 == BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 0 SEITE 7 
##################################################################lt######## 















































INPUT E [ 1 3 J 1 
GOTO 0605 
I NP UT Er 1 4 J ; 
GOTO 0605 
INPUT Er 15J; 
GOTO 0605 
REM# LISTING OF PARAMETERS LP 
PRINT "(13> LISTING OF PARAMETERS~ FIRST~ LAST : "; 
INPUT L~K 
PR INT 
FOR l=L TO K STEP 4 
PR I NT r AB < 5 > , V$ r 2* 1-11 2* I J, II = II, TAB < 1 o > , Eu J, 
IF I•~K THEN PRINT TAB<20); Y$[2*1+1~ 2*I+2J;" ="; TAB<25); ECI+iJ; 
IF I+1·~K THEN PRINT TAB(35); Y$[2*1+3~ 2*I+4J; II ="; 
IF I+l<K THEN PRINT TAB<40);E[l+2J; 
IF 1+2•~K THEN PRINT TAB(50); V$[2*1+5~ 2*I+6J; 11 ="; TAB< 55); ECI+3J 
NEXT I 
GOTO 0500 
REM# SINGLE PHONON SCAN SP 
INPUT II NUMBER OF STEPS ( ONE SIDE): II ~ N9, II NON I TOR COUNTS: II' M3 
INPUT II GX : "~ X1~ II DELTA-GX : II~ X2 
INPUT II GY : "~ Y1~ II DELTA-·GY : "~ Y2 
INPUT II PHONON ENERGY <MEV) : 11 ~El~ II DELTA-E ",E2 
INPUT II INC. ENERGY : II I E3, II CONST. IU=O, KF=1 II I E4 
LET N4::::'-·1 
GOTO 1073 
REM# PHONON PARAMETERS PP 
PRINT "(13> PHONON PARAMETERS" 
FOR K=•1 TO 20 
LET KO=K·-1 
PRINT "(13> ";I~; 11 : 11 ; 
INPUT T[K, 1J,T[K,2J,T[K,3J,T[K,4J,T[K,5J; 
INPUT 'f[K, 6J, TrK, 7J, 'T[K .. 8J, 'HK, 9J, 'T[K, 10J; 
IF TCK,2J=O THEN GOTO 0500 
NEXT K 
GOTO 0500 
REM# SELECTION OF PHONON 
P-RINT 11 (13> SEL.ECTION OF 
IF KO=O THEN GOTO 0500 
FOR I~= 1 TO 1~0 
LET O[KJ=O 





PHONON SC ANS< 0 ( K) =0 NO MEASUR EMENT ) < 13)·" 
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##################################################################:!######## 
T A S K 0 == BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 0 SEITE 8 
'######### .. ########################################################::######## 
LISTING DES PROGRAMMES SACLAYDOKU. BA 
================~=================== 







PRINT "<13> LIST OF PHONON SCANS <ALL=O, SELECTED=U: 11 i 
INPUT K1 
PRINT 
FOR K=l TO KO 
IF Kl=O THEN GOTO 0965 
IF OrKJ=O THEN GOTO 0977 




PR I NT T r K, 1 J; " ~~ ; T r K, 2 J ; ~~ "; T r K, 3 J ; II II ; T r K, 4 J; II II ; r u~, 5 J ; '· II _; 






-> 0983 REM# PHONON PARAMETER CORRECTIONS PC 
0986 PRINT "(13> PHONON PARAMETER CORRECTIONS 11 
-)· 0989 INPUT u 0~'\= NO CORRECTION, L.I= LJI\JE, SVr.= SINGLE \'AL~~JE: "} B$ 
0992 IF B$="0K" THEN GOTO 0500 
0995 IF B$="LI" THEN GCJTO 1010 
0998 IF B$="SV" THEN INPUT 11 (13> LINE ::::: 11 .• lto~ II PARAMETER -· II} I; 
1001 IF B$="8V" THEN INPUT 11 VALUE::::: ",T[K, IJ 
1004 PRINT 
1007 GOTO 0989 
-> 1010 INPUT "(.13> LINE NO. ", K, 11 : ",TU\, 1J, TU<., 2J, T[l<,, 3J, TO\, 4J; 
1 0 1 3 INPUT T [ K, 5 J , T [ K, 6 J, T r K, 7 J, T [ K, 8 J, T ( K, 9 J , T [ K, 1 0 J 
1016 PRINT 





















REM# RUN PHONON PROGRAM RP 
INPUT" EXECUTION MODE CMEASURE:O, 
IF N3>0 THEN GOSUB 7360 
FOR K9=1 TO KO 
LET K=K9 
IF OI:KJ=O THEN GOTO 1469 
LET N9=TO<., 1 J 
LET i'13=T[K, 2J 
LET X1=T[K, ~D 
LET X2=TrK,4J 
LET Y 1=T 0\, 5J 












T A S K 0 == BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 1 SEITE 9 
##################################################################~#####~## 




































































IF E4=1 THEN GOTO 1148 
PRINT " EO="; E3" KO="; A[3J" AN. ANG.LE EL. = 11 i AC4J 
PR INT 
PRINT " l SEC PR. W. STR. W. DET. GX GY"; 
GOTO 1172 
LET AC5J=E3+E1 
LET A[6J=. 69424*SGR(A[5J) 
LET A0=3. 14159/(D0-«·A(6J) 
GOSUB 5750 
LET AC7J~. 01*1NT<A0*5729. 6) 
PRINT " E1="; AC5J" ~'F="; A(bJ" 1'10. ANGLE EL .. =''; AC7J 
PR INT 
PRINT " I SEC PR. W. STR. W. MO. W. GX GY"; 
ON F+1 THEN GOTO 1181, 1175, 1175, 118L 1181 
PRINT TABC52);" GXE GYE" 
GOTO 1190 
PRINT TAB<52); II E COUNTS" 
LET H==2*N9+1 
IF H(21 THEN LET H=21 
GOSUB 6060 
FOR I9=-N9 TO N9 
ON F+l THEN GOTO 1208, 1199, 1208, 1430, 0500 
IF ABSCI9>=N9 THEN GOTO 1208 
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LET A0=3. 14159/ ( DO*. 69424*SGR C AC8J)) 
GOSUB 5750 






LET At8J=. 69424*SGR<At8J) 
LET AO=<At9J*At9J+At8J*AC8J-AC5J)/(2*AC9J*AC8J) 
GOSUB 5750 




LET AO=AtlOJ/(2*. 69424*SGR<Et9J)) 
GOSUB 5750 
LET At11J=90-A0*57. 296 





LET At6J=SGN<At7l)*(Et5J-A0*57. 296)-At11J 
LET AO=<At5J+At8l*ACBJ-At9l*At9J)/(2*ACBJ*SGRCAC5J)) 
GOSUB 5750 
LET At10J=90-A0*57. 296 







LET Ut3J=. Ol*INT<. 5+100*R[3J) 
LET Ut4J=. Ol*INTC. 5+100*R[1J) 
LET Ut5J=. Ol*INTC. 5+100*R[2J) 
IF E4=1 THEN LET Ut5J=. Ol*INTC. 5+100*R[0J) 
LET At9J=. 01*INTC. 5+100*CE1+E2*l9)) 
LET UtlJ=.OOl*INT<. 5+1000*At3J/At1J) 
LET Ut2J=.001*INTC. 5+1000*At4J/At2J) 
FOR I=O TO 5 
IF EtlO+IJ<>1000 THEN LET RtiJ=EtlO+IJ 
IF EUO+IJC>1000 THEN PRINT 11 MOTOR 11 1 I; 11 FIXED AT "; EUO+IJ 
LET RtiJ=PtiJ+RtiJ 
NEXT l 
IF F>O THEN GOSUB 5630 
IF F=O THEN GOSUB 6670 
-A17-
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ON F+1 THEN GOTO 1379, 1394, 1394, 1412, 0500 
GOSUB 7360 
PRINT 19; TABC6); Mt:OJ; TAB< 15); Ut:3J; TABC22); Ut:4J; 
PRINT TABC30);UC5J; 
PRINT TABC38);UC1J; TABC45);UC2J; TABC52);AC9J; TABC61);M[2J 




LET AC9J=.001*INTC. 5+1000*AC9J) 
LET MC2J=A[8J*CSINCAC10l*.01745)+SINCA[6J))/A[2J 
LET MC2J=.001*INTC. 5+1000*MC2J) 
GOTO 1382 
LET l=N9+19+1 
IF E2<>0 THEN LET XCIJ=AC9J 
IF Y2<>0 THEN LET XEIJ=U[2J 
IF X2<>0 THEN LET XCIJ=U[lJ 
LET YC l J=I'1C2J 
LET F=N3 
NEXT 19 
REM# IF F>O THEN GOTO 2303 
IF N9>0 THEN GOSUB 6130 
IF N4=-1 THEN GOTO 0500 
IF N3~0 THEN GOTO 1469 
IF F=O THEN GOTO 1469 
LET C1=C2*N9+1)*CMCOJ+.01)*M3/10+N1 
LET N1=:C1 






PRINT II END OF DATA I I I " 
GOTO 0500 
-> 1500 REM# DRIVE DR 
1503 INPUT "•~13> DRIVE MOTOR: ", N5," TO: ", E2 
1506 LET RCN5J=E2+PCN5J 
1509 GOSUB 6670 
1512 GOTO 0500 
-> 1600 REM# HELP FOR THE EXPERIMENTATOR HP 
1605 CALL 138 
1610 PRINT FILEC6J," --"--> ALPHABETIC LIST OF COMMANDS" 
1615 PRINT FILE[6J, II ==========.",=========-=:=:::::::::::::-:::::" 
1620 PRINT FILEC6J, "AC .. LATTICE SPACING IN X-DIR .... AC" 
1625 PRINT FILEC6J, "AN .. ANALYSER: PGC002)=-L SI ( 111 )=-2"; 
-A18-
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1630 PRINT FILE[6J," >O =LATTICE SPACING ........ AN" 
1632 PRINT FILE[6J, "BC .. LATTICE SPACING IN Y-DIR .... BC" 
1635 PRINT FILEI:6J, "BP .. BRAGG POINT ................. BP" 
1640 PRINT FILE[6J, "BX .. BRAGG SCAN X-DIR ............ BX" 
1645 PRINT FILE[6J, "BY .. BRAGG SCAN V-DIR. . .......... BY" 
1650 PRINT FIL.EI:6J, "DA .. CALCULATION OF DEBYE SCHERRER" 
1655 PRINT FILE[6J," ANGL.ES ..................... DA" 
1665 PRINT FILEI:6J, "DE .. DETERMINATION OF ENERGY FROM" 
1670 PRINT FILEI:6J, " CUBIC SUBSTANCES ........... DE" 
1680 PRINT FILEI:6J, "DP .. DETERMINATION OF PARAI'1ETERS . DP" 
1685 PRINT FILEI:6J, "DH .. DRIVE ....................... DR" 
1687 PRINT FILEI:6J, "DS .. DEBYE SCHERRER SCANS ........ DS" 
1690 PRINT FILEI:6J, "EO .. ENERGY FOR CALIBRATION ...... EO" 
1695 PRINT FILEI:6J, "EI:. FIXED INC. ENERGY ........... EI" 
1700 PRINT FILEI:6J, "EO .. FIXED OUTGOING ENERGY ....... EO" 
1705 PRINT FILEI:6J, "ES .. ENERGY SCAN ................. ES" 
1710 PRINT FILEI:6J, "HO .. HIGHER ORDER CONTAMINATIONS . HO" 
1715 PR INT FIL.EC6J, "LL .. LIST SOFTWARE L Il'l I TS ........ LL" 
1720 PRINT FILEC6J, "LP .. LISTING OF PARAMETERS ....... LP" 
1725 PRINT FILEI:6J, "LS .. LIST OF PHONON SCANS ........ LS" 
1730 PRINT FILE[6], II II 
1735 PRINT FILE[6J," <14>HIT -RETURN- TO GET NF.:XT PICTURE<15>" 
1736 PRINT FILEC6J," <14>HIT -A+RETURN-· TO GO TO OPTIONS ... ''.; 
1740 INPUT "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE ",D$ 
1744 IF LENCBS><>O THEN GOTO 0500 
1745 CALL 138 
1750 PRINT FILE[6J," --·-> ALPHABETIC LIST OF C0!'11"1ANDS" 
1755 PRINT FILE[6J, II ==================:::::=======-=" 
1760 PR INT FILE[6J, "LZ .. LIST ZEROS OF MOTORS ........ LZ" 
1765 PRINT FILEI:6J, "NI.. FIXED ANGLE OF l'lOTORS" 
1770 PRINT FILEC6J," (NOT FIXED= 1000) .......... MI" 
1775 PRINT FILE[6J, "1'10 .. MONOCHROMATOR. PG(002)::.:: 1," 
1780 PRINT FILE[6], II CU(1.11)= 2, CU<220)"" 3 .... 1'10" 
1785 PRINT FILE[6J, "PC .. PHONON PARAMETER CORRECTIONS PC" 
1790 PRINT FILEI:6J, "PP .. PHONON PARAMETERS ........... PP" 
1795 PRINT FILEI:6J, "RE .. READING OF ENCODERS ......... RE" 
1800 PRINT FILE[6J, "RP .. RUN PHONON PROGRAM .......... RP" 
1805 PRINT FILEI:6J, "SO .. ZERO FOR SAI'1PLE \M3) ........ SO" 
1810 PRINT FILE[6J, "SP .. SINGLE PHONON SCAN . . . . . . . .. SP" 
1815 PRINT FILE[6J, "SS .. SELECTION OF PHONON SCANS ... SS" 
1820 PRINT FILEI:6J, "TI .. TITLE OF 1'1EASUREI'lENT ........ TI" 
1825 PRINT FILE[6J, "t.-10 .. ANGLE BETWEEN x, Y-AXES ...... WO" 
1830 PRINT FILE[6J, "XO .. X-COORD. OF REFERENCE BRAOG . XO" 
1835 PRINT FILE[6J, "ZZ .. EMERGENCY-STOP OF ~~LL ....... Zl" 
1840 PRINT FILE[6J," " 
1845 PRINT FILE[6J, " THE END" 
1850 GOTO 0500 
-> 3000 REM# BRAGG POINT BP 
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REM# BRAGG SCAN X-DIR. BX 
PR INT 




REM# BRAGG SCAN V-DIR. BY 
PR INT 




REM# ENERGY SCAN ES 
PRINT 
PR INT II ENERGY SCAN" 
LET E2=. 1 
LET N4=-1 
GOTO 1073 
REM# ROCKING SCAN OF MOTORS RS 
GOSUB 7100 
GOTO 0500 
REM# READING OF ENCODERS RE 
PRINT 11 (13> READING OF ENCODERS 11 
FOR K=O TO 5 
GOSUB 5100 
PR INT 
PRINT II MOTOR: "; K; II POSITION:· "; W[KJ; II ZERO: "; P[KJ; 
NEXT K 
GOTO 0500 
REM# FIXED INC. ENERGY EI 
INPUT 11 AD'-'USTMENT OF PRIM. SPECTRO TO E<MEV>= ",E3 
GOSUB 5320 





























































REM# FIXED OUTGOING ENERGY EO 
INPUT 11 AD0USTMENT OF SECOND. SPECTRO TO EC-MEV>= '',E1 
GOSUB 5320 
LET A0=3. 14159/CDl*. 69424*SGRCE1*C3> > 
GOSUB 5750 
LET R[5J~C3*A0*57. 296+PC5J 
LET R[2J=2*A0*57. 296*C3+PC2J 
GOSUB 6670 
GOTO 0500 
REM# DEBYE SCHERRER SCANS DS 
GOSUB 5320 
PRINT 11 DEBYE SCHERRER SCANS 11 
INPUT II NUMBER OF SCANS ( ·~=5): II I N5 
D 11'1 ll [ 20 J 
FOR I:.-::1 TO N5 
PRINT II SCt-\N 11 i ]; II CENT. AT 11 ) 
INPUT U[IJ, 11 1-JIDTH: 11 .·UCI+5J, 11 STEPS: 11 •• tJ[I+10J, 11 MONITOR: ",U[I+15J 
LET H=H+2*UCI+10J+1 
NEXT I 




INPUT II DET. ANGLE <ELAST. >O>: 11 ,R[2J, II ANALYSER <EL. )·0): 11 ,R[5J 
IF Rt2J>O THEN LET RC2J=-2*A0*57.296+P[2J 
IF R[5J>O THEN LET RC5J=-A0*57. 296+P[5J 
IF RC2J<=O THEN LET R[2J=RC2J+Pt2J 
IF Rt5J<=O THEN LET Rt5l=R[5J+P[5J 
PR INT 
FOR L=1 TO N5 
PRINT II ANGLE 









































































REM# DETERMINATION OF ENERGY FROM CUBIC SUBSTANCES DE 
PRINT " DETERMINATION OF ENERGY<MEV) FOR CUBIC CRYSTALS 11 
INPUT II L.ATTICE CONST.: ",UUJ, II DELTA ZERO (2 THETA): 11 1UC2J 
INPUT " NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS: 11 ,UC3J 
LET U[4J=O 
FOR 1=1 TO U[3J 
PR INT 
INPUT 11 H, K, L : ", U[5J, U[6J, UC7J," 2 THETA: 11 • U[8J 
LET UC9J=U[iJ/SGR<UC5J*U[5J+U[6J*U[6J+U[7J*U[7J) 
LET UUOJ=3. 14159/(U[9J*SIN< <UC8J-U[2J)/114. 592) > 
LET E1=2.0748*UCiOJ*U[i0J 




LET U[10J=. 69424*SGR(E1) 
PR INT 
PR INT 
PRINT II l'lEAN VALUE: 
GOTO 0500 
E= II J E 1; " 
REM# HIGHER ORDER CONTAMINATIONS HO 
PR INT 
PRINT " HIGHER ORDER CONTAMINATIONS" 
PR INT 
INPUT II EO= ".E3 
PR INT 
PR I NT II UPSCATTER I 1'-SG II 
FOR K=1 TO 4 
LET Ei=(2*K+i)*E3/K/K 
PRINT " N= ";K;" PHONON ENERGY= ";Ei 
NEXT K 
PR INT 
PRINT 11 DOWNSCATTERING 11 
FOR K=1 TO 4 
LET E1=(2*K+1)*E3/(K+i)A2 
PR INT II N= "; K; II PHONON ENERGY= II) E1 
NEXT K 
GOTO 0500 
REM# CALCULATION OF DEBYE SCHERRER ANGLES DA 
PRINT 11 CALCULATION OF DEBYE SCHERRER ANGLES" 
PR INT 
PRINT ucuB.=C, HEX.=H, TETR.=T, RHOBOHED. =R, ORTHORHOM. =0 11 j 
INPUT "I"'ONOCL. ::cl'1 ; 11 1 X$ 
PR INT 
IF X$<>"C" THEN GOTO 4366 
INPUT "LATTICE CONST. A= ",A[1J," ENERGY= ",Ei 
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4364 GOTO 4430 
-> 4366 IF X$()-"T" THEN GOTO 4372 
4368 INPUT "LATTICE CONST. A= ",A[lJ," C= ",A[3J, 11 ENERGY= ",Ei 
4370 GOTO 4432 
-)· 4372 IF X$<::>"0" THEN GOTO 4378 
4374 INPUT "LATTICE CONST. A= ",A[1J, 11 B= ",AE2J," C::: ",AE3J; 
4375 INPUT "ENERGY= ",El 
4376 GOTO 4434 
-> 4378 IF X$•:>"M" THEN GOTO 4384 
4380 INPUT "LATTICE CONST. A= 11 , A[ 1 ], II B= II' A(2J, II C= II' A[3] 
4381 INPUT 11 BETA= 11 ,A[5J," ENERGY= ",El 
4382 GOTO 4436 
·-> 4384 IF X$<>"H 11 THEN GOTO 4400 
4386 INPUT 11 LATTICE CONST. A= ",A[lJ, II C= ",A[3], II ENERGY= ",El 
--)· 4388 INPUT "<13>MILLERINDICES: H, K, L ".• ,_.H7J, AE8J, AE9J; 
4390 LET A[10J=4/3*CA[7J*AE7J+A[7J*A[8J+AE8l*AE8J)+CAE1J*AE9J/AC3J)~2 
4391 IF AE10J<.000001 THEN GOTO 4500 
4392 LET AE10J=AC1J/SGRCAE10J) 
4394 GOSUB 4460 
4396 GOTO 4388 
-> 4400 IF X$()-"R" THEN GOTO 4480 
4402 INPUT "LATTICE CONST. A= ",Af.lJ, II ALPHA= ",l\[4], II ENERGY:::: ",El 
4404 LET AC4J=AC4l*1. 74533E-02 
-> 4406 INPUT "<13>MILLERINDICES: H, K, L ", f\[7J, AESJ, 1-\[9.1; 
4408 LET A[10J=A[1J*SGRC1-3*COSCAE4J)A2+2*COSCAE4J)A3) 
4410 LET AE11J=CAC7l*AE7J+A[8J*Ar8J+Ar9l*A[9J)*SINCAC4J)A2 
4412 LET AC11J=AE11J-2*CAE7J*A[8J+A[8J*AE9J+AE9J*AE7J)*COSCAE4J) 
4414 LET AC11J=A[llJ-COSCA[4J)A2 
4415 IF AE11J<.000001 THEN GOTO 4500 
4416 LET AC10J=AC10J/SGRCAr11J) 
4418 GOSUB 4460 
4420 GOTO 4406 
-> 4430 LET Ar3J=AE1J 
-> 4432 LET AE2J=AE1J 
-> 4434 LET AE5J=90 
-> 4436 LET AE5J=AE5J*l. 74533E-02 
-> 4438 INPUT "< 13>MIL.LER INDICES: H, K.. L : II •• Ar 7 J, Ar 8 J, Ar 9J .: 
4440 LET AE10J=CAE7J/A[1J)A2+CAE8J*SINCAE5J)/AE2J)A2 
4442 LET AE10J=AE10J+(AE9J/A[3J)A2 
4444 LET AE10J=AE10l-2*AE7J*AE9J*COSCAE5J)/AE1J/A[3J 
4445 IF AElOJ<. 000001 THEN GOTO 4500 
4446 LET AE10J=SINCAC5J)/SGRCAE10J) 
4448 GOSUB 4460 
4450 GOTO 4438 
=> 4460 LET E2=4. 52524/SGRCEl) 
4462 LET AO=E2/AE10J 
4464 GOSUB 5750 
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-> 4480 PRINT "(13> CRYSTAL SYMMETRY NOT CORRECTLY DEFINED" 
4482 GOTO 4320 
-> 4500 PRINT " -> MILLERINDICES 0}0,0 SELECTED ! ! !" 
4502 GOTO 4320 
=> 5050 REM# PAUSE, CA 1-2 SEC 
5060 LET A[1J=SYS(0) 
-> 5070 IF SYS(0)(A[1J+2 THEN GOTO 5070 
5080 RETURN 
5090 REM# CONVERSION FOR BCO- ANGLE ENCODERS INPUT:K, OUTPUT:W<K> 
=:> 5100 CALL 69 
5110 IF K=O THEN CALL 262} l}WtKJ 
5120 IF K=O THEN CALL 262}2}At6J 
5130 IF K:>O THEN CALL 262}2*K+4}At6J 
5140 IF K:>O THEN CALL 262,2*K+3}W[KJ 
5150 CALL 60.C[1J}-1}-1 
5220 LET WtKJ=W[KJ+At6J*10000 
5230 LET WtKJ=WtKJ/100 
5240 RETURN 
=> 5250 REM# PREWARN SWITCHES 
5260 LET ~=K 
5270 IF K=O THEN LET ~=7 
5280 LET N6=0 
5290 LET IO=C~-1)*2+. 5-SGN<GtKJ)/2 







REM# SKIP OF MOTORS} 





=:> 5370 REM# DATE AFTER Cl SEC. • INPUT Cl 
5380 LET At1J=SYS(2) 
5390 LET At2J=SYSC1) 
5400 LET At3J=SYSCO)+C1 
5410 LET At4J=31 
5420 IF At2J=4 THEN LET A[4J=30 
5430 IF At2J=6 THEN LET At4J=30 
5440 IF A[2J=9 THEN LET At4J=30 
5450 IF A[2J=11 THEN LET At4J=30 
5460 IF A[2J~2 THEN LET At4J=28 
5470 LET A[5J=INTCA[3J/3600) 
5480 LET A[6J=INTCA[3J/60)-A[5J*60 
5490 IF A[6J:>60 THEN LET At5J=A[5J+1 
5500 IF A[6J:>60 THEN LET A[6J=A[6J-60 
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-> 5510 IF A[5J>24 THEN LET A[1J=A[1J+1 
5520 IF AC5J>24 THEN LET A[5J=A[5J-24 
5530 IF A[5J>24 THEN GOTO 5510 
-> 5540 IF A[1J>Af4J THEN LET Af2J=Af2J+1 
5550 IF A(1J>Af4J THEN LET Af1J=Af1J-A[4J 
5560 IF Af1J>AC:4J THEN GOTO 5540 
5570 IF A[2J>12 THEN LET Af2J=Af2J-12 
5580 IF A[6J(60 THEN GOTO 5610 
5590 LET Af6J=A[6J-60 
5600 LET Af5J=A[5J+1 
-> 5610 PRINT TABC40);A[iJ". ";A[2J". ";SYSC3)" 
5620 RETURN 






REM# CHECK WETHER RCJ) IS WITHIN THE SOFTWARE LIMITS 


























IF Rf.JJ=1000 THEN GOTO 5680 
IF RC:.JJ<=G[.J*2l THEN GOTO 5700 
IF RC.JJ>=GC:.J*2+1J THEN GOTO 5700 
NEXT .J 
RETURN 
PRINT " ANGLE ";J" NOT t-JITHIN THE SOFTWARE LIMITS" 




REM# CAl.CUL.ATION ASIN: I/0= AO/AO 
IF ABSCA0>>1.0001 THEN GOTO 5800 
IF ABSCAO>>. 99999 THEN GOTO 5830 
LET AO=ATNCAO/SGRC1-AO*A0)) 
RETURN 
PRINT " ERROR IN CALCULATION OF ANGLES " 
LET F=3 
RETURN 
LET AO=l. 5708*SGNCAO> 
RETURN 
REM# EMERGENCY-STOP OF ALL 
PRINT "STOP" 
CALL 162.At:8J,A[9J 
IF AC:8J=O THEN GOTO 0500 
PRINT "--->";A[8J; "MOTORCS> 
FOR K=1 TO 7 
CAU .. 169, K 
NEXT K 
zz 
FORCED INTO A SLOWING-Dm.JN-SEGUENCE" 
-> 5920 CALL 162.AC8J,A[9J 
5930 IF A[8J<>O THEN GOTO 5920 
5940 CALL 64, 1.0 
5960 GOTD 0500 
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REM# INTERRUPT OF END-SWITCHES 
LET N7=-SYSC7)-600 
IF N7>15 THEN IF N7<40 THEN GOTO 6040 
IF N7>=0 THEN IF N7<16 THEN GOTO 6020 
PRINT " --·--> BASIC ERROR: "; SYSC7>; 
CAL.L 507,A2,N7 
PRINT "BEFORE STATEMENT";N7 
STOP 
LET N7=8-INTCN7/2+. 1> 
CALL 169,N7 
PRINT "iH*** MOTOR"; N7; "SHUTDOWN DUE TO PRE-WARN SWITCH" 
CAL.L. 61. C ( 1 J 
RETURN 
REM# FJELD X<I>,Y<I>=O 
DII'-1 XCHJ, YCHJ 
FOR 1=1 TO H 







FOR 1=1 TO H 
IF ABS(X[IJ)+ABSCY[JJ)=O THEN GOTO 6210 
IF Y[ l J)·AC 1 J THEN LET Al: 1 J=YC I J 
LET Af3J:::::A[3J+1 
NEXT I 
IF AflJ=O THEN GOTO 6490 
LET AI:4J=INTCLOGCA[1J)/2. 30258>-1 
LET A[2J=A[1J/10AA[4J 
FOR I=O TO 100 STEP 10 
IF I>AC2J-.01 THEN GOTO 6270 
NEXT I 
IF A[2J<15 THEN LET 1=15 
FOR K=6 TO 11 
LET A[KJ=CK-6>*I/5*10AA[4J 
NEXT K 
IF A[3J<102 THEN GOSUB 6510 
PRINT 
PRINT TABC8>;A(6J; TABC18);A[7J; TABC28);A(8J; TABC38);A[9J; 
PRINT TABC48);Af10J; TABC58);A[l1J 
PR I NT TAB ( 1 0) i II I----------I---------I---------I--------- I II j 
PRINT "---------1" 
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IF Y1<1 THEN LET Y1=1 
LET At4J=INTCA[3J/2+. 5> 
LET A[2J=ABS<I-A[4J)/5+1 
IF At2J-INT<At2J)=0 THEN GOTO 6450 
PR I NT TAB< 10); "I"; TAB ( Y 1 >; "·tt-" 
GOTO 6470 
LET XU J=INT<lOO*XCI J+. 5) *· 01 





NO PLOT: FJELD Y(I)=O II 




CALL 33.X.Y,-A[3J-l,O.O,AE3J,AE1J, I 
FOR I=O TO 100 
LET B2=AE3J/2·''l 
IF B2(l THEN GOTO 6600 
NEXT I 
CALL 332.0.0,255*AE3J/2AJ,O, I 
FOR I=O TO 100 
LET B2=AE 1 J/2·''1 
IF B2(1 THEN GOTO 6650 
NEXT I 
CALL 332.0,0,0,255*A[1J/2AJ, I 
RETURN 
REM# PdSITIONING OF MOTORS 
GOSUB 5630 
LET N=O 
FOR K=O TO 5 
LET Q00==-0 
IF REKJ=1000 THEN GOTO 6790 
GOSUB 5100 
LET Q[KJ=200*CW[KJ-REKJ) 
lF K=5 THEN LET Q[KJ=-GEKJ 
IF ABS(G[KJ)(3. 5 THEN LET GEKJ=O 
IF K=O THEN LET Q[KJ=lO*GEKJ 
IF Q[KJ=O THEN LET REKJ=1000 
NEXT K 
IF N>O THEN GOTO 6890 
IF GtOJ=O THEN GOTO 6840 
CAL.L 64, 1. 1792 
GOTO 6890 
IF Q[1J=O THEN GOTO 6870 
CALL. 64. 1 .. 1536 
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IF G[2J=O THEN GOTO 6890 
CALL 64~ 1~ 1024 
FOR K=O TO 5 
IF G[KJ=O THEN GOTO 6950 
IF N(7 THEN GOTO 6980 
PRINT 11 ERROR IN POSITIONING OF I"'OTOR: 11 i K; 
GOSUB 5100 
PR INT II CALC. : II; RrKJ; " REACHED: "; wnc.J 
NEXT K 
CALL 64, 1,0 
RETURN 
FOR K=O TO 5 
IF G[KJ=O THEN GOTO 7050 
GOSUB 5250 
IF FNT<I0>=1 THEN IF K>O THEN CALL 160~K~G[KJ 
IF FNT<l0)=1 THEN IF K=O THEN CALL 160,7,-G[OJ 
IF K=O THEN GOSUB 5050 
IF K=l THEN GOSUB 5050 
NEXT K 
CALL 162~Ar8J~A[9J 
IF A[8J(:>O THEN GOTO 7060 
LET N=N+l 
GOTO 6700 
REM# ROCKlNGSCAN OF MOTORS 
GOSUB 5320 
INPUT II ROCKING SCAN MOTOR: II' N5, II CENT. AT: II' E2, .. MONITOR: II' M3 
INPUT II NUMBER OF STEPS: ".N9. II WIDTH: ",X2 
LET H=2*N9+1 
IF H(21 THEN LET H=21 
GOSUB 6060 
PR INT 
PRINT 11 ANGLE COUNTS" 
PR INT 













PRINT II FOR CALLIBRATION NEW ZERO = MEASURED ( ABOVE > - 11 ; 
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##################################################################,######## 
T A S K 0 == BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 4 SEITE 22 
:##################################################################~######## 
LISTING DES PROGRAMMES SACLAYDOKU. BA 
==================================== 
7340 PRINT "CALCULATED VALUE" 
7350 RETURN 

































CALL 118, 1'1[0J, O, 15, 1 
LET NO==SYS(O) 
IF 1'13>==0 THEN CAL.L 314,M3, 1, 1,1 
CALL 17,-1 
CALL 112,M[OJ,O, 15,1 
CALL 312, m: 1 J, 1, 1, 1 
IF Mr1J(0 THEN LET M[1J==O 
CALL 237,4,3, IO 
IF 1'13<0 THEN LET MCOJ=SYS<O>-NO 
IF IO•~>O THEN PRINT " ERROR -- TV SYSTEM" 
I F I 0•~>0 THEN STOP 
PRINT FILE[6J, "MONITOR 1: ";M[OJ 
PRINT FILE[6J .. 
PRINT FILE[6J, "1'10NITOR 2: "; Mr1J 
PRINT FILE[6J, 
PRINT FILEC6J, "DETECTOR: ";1'1(2J 
IF M3(0 THEN IF SYS<O><NO-M3 THEN GOTO 7470 





T A S K 0 == BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 5 SEITE 23 
:##################################################################;!#####~## 







































































































0545 0554 0572 0599 0608 
0941 0980 0992 1196 1376 
1850 3220 3310 3400 3490 
5960 
0656 0662 0668 0686 0698 









T A S K 0 == BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 5 SEITE 24 
##################################################################~~######## 
GOTO KREUZREFERENZLISTE DES PROGRAMMES SACLAYDOKU. BA 
==================================================== 
1022 0542 




1175 1172 1172 
1181 1172 1172 1172 
1190 1178 
1199 1196 







1394 1376 1376 
1412 1376 1388 
1430 1196 1205 1391 





























4500 4391 4415 4445 
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'###1Ut#########################4t##################4HU~######## ### ~## :: ######## 
T A S K 0 == BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 5 SEITE 25 
;###################4t4t###################################################### 






5680 5650 5740 
























7470 7590 7600 
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t##################################################################H######## 
T A S K 0 == BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 5 SEITE 26 
t########################################################################### 
GO SUB KREUZREFERENZLISTE DES PROGRAMMES SACLAYDOKU. BA 
======~============================================== 
4460 4394 4418 4448 
5050 7030 7040 
5100 3260 3820 6730 6930 7250 
5250 7000 
5320 1079 3340 3430 3510 7110 
5370 1103 1457 
5630 1370 6680 
5750 1121 1157 1217 1235 1262 1280 12'78 1307 1325 
3360 3450 3610 4464 
5970 0241 
6060 1190 3630 7160 
6130 1436 3870 7310 
6510 6310 
6670 1373 1509 3390 3480 3780 7220 
7100 3210 
7360 1028 1379 3800 7230 
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##################################################################!!######## 
T A S K 0 == BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 5 SEITE 27 
##################################################################ff######## 
VARIABLEN KREUZREFERENZLISTE DES PROGRAMMES SACLAYDOKU. BA 
========================================================= 
A 0006 1115 1118 1124 1136 1148 1151 1154 1160 1163 
1208 1211 1214 1220 1229 1232 1244 1247 1250 1253 
1256 1259 1268 1271 1274 1277 1283 1286 1295 1301 
1304 1310 1313 1322 1328 1331 1346 1349 1352 1385 
1394 1397 1400 1403 1415 4362 4368 4374 4380 4381 
4386 4388 4390 4391 4392 4402 4404 4406 4408 4410 
4412 4414 4415 4416 4430 4432 4434 4436 4438 4440 
4442 4444 4445 4446 4462 5060 5070 5120 5130 5220 
5380 5390 5400 5410 5420 5430 5440 5450 5460 5470 
5480 5490 5500 5510 5520 5530 5540 5550 5560 5570 
5580 5590 5600 5610 5870 5880 5882 5920 5930 6140 
6150 6180 6190 6210 6220 6230 6250 6270 6290 6310 
6330 6340 6370 6380 6400 6410 6420 6550 6570 6600 
6620 6650 7060 7070 
AO 1118 1124 1154 1160 1214 1223 1232 1238 1259 1265 
1277 1283 1289 1295 1301 1304 1310 1316 1322 1328 
3350 3370 3380 3440 3460 3470 3600 3650 3660 4462 
4466 5760 5770 5780 5830 
Al 0074 0077 0713 1220 
f-'\2 0405 0411 0414 0450 0453 0459 0462 0466 6002 
B 0361 0364 
B1 0077 0725 1229 
B2 6540 6570 6580 6620 6630 
c 0007 0178 0181 0187 0190 0193 0196 0199 0202 0205 
0208 0211 0214 0217 0220 0226 0232 0238 5150 5300 
6040 
CO 0509 0520 
Cl 1097 1127 1448 1451 5400 
C2 0173 1265 
C3 0174 1223 3440 3460 3470 
DO 0078 0653 0659 0665 1154 1232 3350 
Di 0079 0080 0683 0695 0701 1118 12.14 3440 3600 
E 0007 0019 0022 0025 0028 0031 0034 0075 0076 0081 
0515 0516 0517 0644 0647 0650 0674 0677 0683 0689 
0692 0710 0713 0722 0725 0734 0737 0746 0749 0758 
0767 0776 0785 0791 0797 0803 0809 0815 0836 0839 
0845 0848 1268 1271 1277 1301 1358 1361 3600 
E1 0'504 0872 1055 1085 1148 1208 1211 1346 3420 3440 
4010 4020 4030 4050 4060 4090 4190 4200 4250 4260 
4362 4368 4375 4381 4386 4402 4460 
E2 0505 0872 1058 1085 1208 1211 1346 1415 1503 1506 
3170 4460 4462 7120 7210 
E3 0517 0875 1061 1085 1115 1148 1208 1211 3330 3350 
4150 4190 4250 
E4 0'506 0875 1064 1085 1133 1208 1211 1343 
F 1067 1073 1172 1196 1370 1373 1376 1388 1427 1445 
'5730 5810 
G 0006 0043 0046 0049 0052 0055 0058 0061 0064 0067 
0070 0071 0072 0566 5660 5670 
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:**################################################################~######## 
T A S K 0 == BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 5 SEITE 28 
:##################################################################[:######## 
VARIABLEN KREUZREFERENZLISTE DES PROGRAMMES SACLAYDOKU. BA 
======================~================================== 
H 0501 1184 1187 3580 6070 6080 6160 7140 7150 
I 0037 0447 0450 0453 0456 0520 0521 0524 0536 0539 
0542 0543 0563 0566 0569 0581 0584 0587 0590 0593 
0596 0614 0617 0620 0632 0635 0833 0836 0839 0842 
0845 0848 0851 0998 1001 1355 1358 1361 1364 1367 
1412 1415 1418 1421 1424 3550 3560 3570 3580 3590 
3760 3770 3840 3850 3860 3960 4040 5330 5340 5350 
6.080 6090 6100 6110 6160 6170 6180 6200 6240 6250 
6260 6270 6290 6370 6380 6410 6450 6460 6470 6530 
6550 6560 6570 6590 6600 6610 6620 6640 6650 7200 
7210 7280 7290 7300 
IO 0124 5290 7010 7020 7390 7500 7520 7530 
19 1193 1199 1202 1208 1211 1244 1247 1346 1382 1412 
1430 
-.} 0313 5260 5270 5290 5640 5650 5660 5670 5680 5710 
5720 
K 0322 0325 0328 0331 0444 0447 0450 0453 0459 0462 
0465 0827 0833 0839 0842 0845 0848 0890 0893 0896 
0899 0902 0905 0908 0923 0926 0929 0932 0935 0956 
0962 0965 0968 0971 0977 0998 1001 1010 1013 1032 
1034 1037 1040 1043 1046 1049 1052 1055 1058 1061 
1064 3250 3280 3290 3810 4180 4190 4200 4210 4240 
4250 4260 4270 5110 5120 5130 5140 5220 5230 5~~60 
5270 5290 5890 5900 5910 6280 6290 6300 6700 6710 
6720 6740 6750 6760 6770 6780 6790 6890 6900 6920 
6940 6950 6980 6990 7010 7020 7030 7040 7050 7240 
7260 7270 7280 
KO 0893 0920 0923 0956 1031 
K1 0950 0959 
K9 1031 1032 1469 
L 0827 0833 3700 3760 3770' 3790 381}0 3850 3890 
M 0006 0319 0340 0355 1382 1385 1403 1406 1424 1448 
3830 3840 7270 7290 7430 7470 7480 7490 7510 7540 
7560 7580 7600 7610 
M3 0508 0863 1040 1085 1448 3790 7120 7450 7510 7590 
7600 
N 6690 6800 6910 7080 
NO 7440 7510 7590 7610 
N1 0118 1448 1451 
N2 1076 1100 
N3 0121 1025 1028 1067 1427 1442 
N4 0878 1068 1439 3030 3080 3130 3180 
N5 1503 1506 3530 3550 3700 7120 7210 7240 
N6 0037 5280 5300 
N7 5980 5990 5995 6002 6004 6020 6030 6033 
N9 0507 0863 1037 1085 1184 1193 1199 1412 1436 1448 
3020 7130 7140 7200 7280 7290 
0 0010 0926 0932 0962 1034 
p 0006 0082 0084 0085 0088 0091 0094 0097 0100 010:::~ 
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~~*~*~~###############################################~########~##!t######## 
T A 8 K 0 == BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 6 SEITE 29 
##################################################################~######## 
VARIABLEN KREUZREFERENZLISTE DES PROGRAMMES SACLAYDOKU. BA 
====================================================~==== 
0106 0109 0112 0587 0590 0593 0647 0680 0689 0749 
1364 1506 3280 3370 3380 3460 3470 3650 3660 3670 
3680 3770 3825 7210 7260 7280 
G 0007 5290 6710 6740 6750 6760 6770 6780 6810 6840 
6870 6900 6990 7010 7020 
R 0006 1223 1226 1238 1241 1265 1331 1334 1337 1340 
1343 1358 1364 1506 3370 3380 3460 3470 3640 3650 
3660 3670 3680 3770 5340 5650 5660 5670 5710 5720 
6720 6740 6780 6940 7210 
T 0010 0899 0902 0905 0968 0971 1001 1010 1013 1037 
1040 1043 1046 1049 1052 1055 1058 1061 1064 
u 0007 1334 1337 1340 1343 1349 1352 1382 1383 1::~85 
1418 1421 3540 3570 3580 3760 3770 3790 3840 3850 
3930 3940 3950 3960 3980 3990 4000 4010 4020 4030 
4050 4060 4090 
V 0006 0307 0310 0325 0328 0340 
w 0006 3280 3825 3830 3850 5110 5140 5220 5230 6740 
6940 7260 7270 7280 
W1 0073 0737 1250 1274 
X 1415 1418 1421 3850 6070 6090 6170 6450 6460 6550 
7280 
X1 0515 0866 1043 1085 1244 
X2 0502 0866 1046 1085 1244 1421 30'70 7130 7210 
y 1424 3840 6070 6100 6170 6180 6380 6550 7290 
Y1 0516 0869 1049 1085 1247 6380 6390 6430 6460 
Y2 0503 0869 1052 1085 1247 1418 3120 
B$ 0007 0511 0512 0521 0533 0605 0608 0617 0629 0989 
0992 0995 0998 1001 1740 1744 
X$ 0010 4340 4360 4366 4372 4378 4384 4400 
Y$ 0007 0013 0016 0017 0509 0521 0617 0836 0839 0842 
0848 
Z$ 0007 0551 1091 
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##################################################################~######## 
T A S K 0 == BASIC-SYSTEM 9/ 9/1982 13: 6 SEITE 30 
##################################################################il######## 
GOSUB LISTE DES PROGRAMMES SACLAYDOKU. BA 
=========~===:========================== 
4460 
5050 PAUSE~ CA 1-2 SEC 
5100 CONVERSION FOR BCD- ANGLE ENCODERS INPUT:K~ OUTPUT:W<K> 
5250 PREWARN SWITCHES 
5320 SKIP OF MOTORS~ R<I>=1000 
5370 DATE AFTER Cl SEC., INPUT Cl 
5630 CHECK WETHER R(~) IS WITHIN THE SOFTWARE LIMITS 
5750 CALCULATION ASIN: 1/0= AO/AO 
5970 INTERRUPT OF END-SWITCHES 
6060 
6130 PLOT 
6510 TELEVISION PLOT 
6670 POSITIONING OF MOTORS 
7100 ROCKINGSCAN OF MOTORS 
7360 MONITOR -- RETURN ONLY IF M<O>=M3 
-A37-
~pendix I~ Error messages 
0 ILLEGAL CHANNEL 
-1 ILLEGAL FILE NUMBER 
-2 ILLEGAL SYSTEM COMMA~ID 
-3 ILLEGAL COMMAND FOR DEVICE 
-4 NOT A SAVED FILE 
-5 FILE ALREADY EXJSTS 
··-6 END 01::· FILE 
·-7 HEAD··PROTECTED F 1 LE 
-8 WRlTE-PROTECTED FILE 
-9 FILE ALREADY EXJSTS 
-10 FILE NOT FOUND 
-.11 PEf<NANENT FILE 
-12 ATTRIBUTES PROTECTED 
-13 FILE NOT OPENED 
-14 SWAPPING DISK ERROR - PROGRAMM LOST 
··.1 5 
-16 
-17 UFT IN USE; 
-18 LINF l..ll'll"l 
-19 IMAGE N01 FOt~D 
-f:?O PAR I T'f' 
-·~?1 PUBH LIMIT 
-22 STORAGE OVERFLOW 
-23 NO FILE BPACE 
·-24 READ ERFWfl. 
-25 SELECT STATUS 
-·26 START ADHEBS 
-27 STORAGE PROTECT 
-·28 
-29 DIFFERENT DJRECTORlES 
.... 30 DEV I CE Nl1i'tF 
-31 OVEHL.f\Y NU!'1ßEf< 
-·32 OVERL.f\'t' F 1 LE ~~T'nCrBUT 
-·33 SET TI 1'11::. 
-·34 NO TCH "r.) 
·-:36 SGUt~SH FILE;: 
-37 DEVICE ALREADY FXISTS 
-38 INSlH;FICIENT CONTI0UOUS BLOCKS 
-39 GTY 
-40 TASK QUFUE TABLF 
-4.t NO !'lOHE' DCB'f.-l 
-42 DIR SPECIFIER 
-43 DIR SPECIFIER 
-44 DIR TOO SMALL 
··45 DIR DEPTH 
-46 DIR IN UbE 
-47 LINK DEPTH 
-48 FILE IN USE 
-49 TAGK JD 
-A38-
-50 COMNON SIZE 
-51 COMMON USAGE 
-52 FILE POSITION 
-53 DATA CHANAL MAP 
-54 DIR NOT INITALIZED 
-55 NO DEFAULT DIR 
-56 FG ALREADY ACTIVE 
-57 PARTITION SET 
-38 INSUFFICIENT ARGUMENTS 
·-59 1\TTR I BUTS 
-60 NO DEBU·:;} 
-61 NO CONTINUATION ADRESS 
-62 NO START ADRESS 
·-63 CHECKSUI1 
-64 NO SOURCE FILE 
-65 NOT A COMMAND 
-66 BLOCK TYPE 
-67 NO FILES MATCH 
-68 PHASE 































HTANDAHD - ERRORS 
0 ARITHMETIC OPERt~ORS IN ILLEGAL COMBINATION 
1 1 NVAL I D Cl~i\Hr'\CTFr< 
2 SYNT1-\X 
3 CMATJ READ/DATA TYPES INCONSISTENT 
4 INTERNAL SYSTEM FAULT 
5 INVAL.ID SlATEMENT ~ruMDFR 
6 ATTEMPT TO DEFINE MORE lHAN 93 VARIABLES 
7 ILLEGAL COMMAND CFROM A FILE) 
8 PAGE OR TAB SPECIFICATION ILLEGAL 
9 ILLEGAL R~SERVED FILE NAMf 
10 RESERVED FILE IN USE 
11 PARENTHESES NOT PAJRED 
12 ILLEGAL COMMAND 
13 ST ATENENT NUi'1BER I'H SS I NG 
14 INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO ~NTER STATEMENT 
15 UNSATISFIED [MATJ READ 
16 ARITHM. OVERFLOW, UNDERFLOW OR DIVIDE BY ZERO 
17 UNDEF I NE:D VAR lt1BLE 
18 Gm~UD NEs·r I NG L.ll'1 I 'I 
19 RETURN ··· NO GODJ.IB 
20 FOR NESTING LIMll 
21 FOH ···· NO NI?.XT 
22 NEXT ·· NO FDFi, 
23 lNSur:.:F. f.JTOF<Af:E 1::0R A lh\füAB!..E ClR AN ARRAY 
24 L. I NE NUNDEJ< MI BB l Nü 
25 MAT OF? Pr·W N01' H! Erv'STI:::!'1 
26 INSUFFICIENT STORl\•~:;E T!J LOAD B~\VE·-FIL.E 
27 INVALID F1LF r<EFEHF!'ICE 
28 ARRAY EXCEEDS INilJAL DIMENSION 
29 EXPRESSION TO COMPL.EX FOR EVALUATION 
30 I NVAL 1 D F l U?. l'10DE 
31 SUBSCRIPT E>:CEEDf.i DII'IE.I'•Ifn 01'•.1 
32 UNDEr: I NED USEI< FUNC1 I ON 
33 FUNCTION NFSTING LIMIT 
34 FUNCTION ARGUMlNl 
35 1 LLEGAL ED 1 T 1'1/~~::il~ 
:36 PRINT LINE Gf~FlljlE-::H THl\N 1~/\GI::~ 1.-J:CDlH 
37 USER SUBROUT I l'o!E' ( fJBfHD) NUT FOUND 
38 UNDIMENSIONED STniNf: 
39 REDUNDANT MATRIX SPECIFICATION 
40 MATRlCES UNEQUAL 8l7E 
41 1'1ATr-H X H1\f.i ONL Y ONE D II'1FNfH Dl'•.l 
42 FILE f'1LREl\DY OPf:N 
43 MATr-{ I X NO I !:.1GUf\m:;n 
44 FILE NOT OPEN 
45 NOT A SAV~-FILE 
46 INCDrH~ECT RESPONSE TO U'·U\T:J INPUT 





















































98 GERAET BELEGT CMULTI-USER-BASIC> 
99 INTERRUPTSYSSTEM KAPUTT 
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···-· F I NZFLB J T-· HJTERRUPTS -~·-
600 I* GRUPPE 0-·H~'l D11 () .1-<>0 IJEDERGANG 
601 I* Gr~UPPb o~ .. 1 ~.t7 BIT 1 l ··>O UEBEf~G.~NG 
602 I* GRUPPE 0-··1 27 BIT ;"7! :l.-·>0 IJEBEI~GANG 
603 I* GRUPPE 0···1 f?'7 BIT 3 .1··>0 UEBEf~GANG 
604 I* GRUPPE o-·1 ;r; !:1IT 4 .l .. >0 UEBEI~G~1NG 
605 I* GRUPPE O-.l27 DIT !} 1 .. --:>o UEBE~~GANG 
606 I* GRUPPE o-.t;.u BIT t"J 1· .. >0 UEDEf~GANG 
607 I* GRUPPE 0··.1.;?"/ B :r 'I ? J .. >0 UEUERGf"1NG 
608 H· GRUPPE O··-.t;n n:n 8 1">0 UEBEf.IGANG 
609 I ·~t- GRUPPE O···l;n HIT ':Y 1·-·>0 UFBER(iANG 
610 I* GRUPPE: 0··" J. ~.,-, BIT 10 J···>O UEDERGANG 
611 I* GRUPPE 0-·12'/ BIT 1l 1·· .. >0 UEBERGANG 
612 I* GRUPPE 0-·1 :::!7 BIT H.! J· .. ·>O UEDEI~G~t1I\~G 
613 I* GRUPPE 0· .. .127 BIT 13 l· .. >O IJEDERGANG 
614 I* GRUPPE 0···127 BIT .14 J·<>O UEDERGAI'IG 
615 I* C~f~UPPF 0 ~·12'/ DIT 15 1···>0 UEBERGANG 
616 
617 E* ADRE:BBE zu GRClHD 
618 E* UNBEI-V1NNTEH l'T 
619 I* EINZEL. I NlEF~f).UPT 
620 I* GRUPPE 0·-.. 127 o:n 0 0·--<>1 UEBERGANG 
621 I* GRUPPE 0···1:::)7 BIT 1 o .. -->1 IJEBERGANG 
622 I* GRUPPE o .... l;;~'l BIT ~2 0····>1 UEBERG1~NG 
623 I* GRUPPE 0""'1 ;t7 BIT :3 0-·>1 UEDERG1~.NG 
624 I* GRUPPE 0---H~''/ BIT J~ () .. ··)·1 UEBERGANG 
625 I* GFH.II·)PE o .... J f?'l BIT r•: ·-' ()····=~· 1 UEBERGANG 
626 I* GRUPPE.:: o-.. 1 ;r/ n :r-t (:\ o-..:::·1 UEBERGANG 
627 I* GRUPPE o--·!~~u n r·1 "J 0 ·>1 UE.BEI'!GM~G 
628 I* GRUPPE 0···1 :::.>7 HIT f-J 0·<>1 UEDER<MNG 
629 I* G~HUPPE 0·-.. J. ';.l} B :r·r 9 0 <>1 UEBERGANG 
630 I* GRUPPE 0 '" .l ~'!"/ DIT .1.0 0 .. ·>1 UEBERGAI\IG 
631 I* GRUPPE O···:t:;u B I'f 1.l 0··>1 UEBERGANG 
632 I* GRUPPE o--.. .t";:?! DIT t '"l • c.;., () .. ~· =~·1 IJEBERGANG 
633 I* GRUPPE 0··· H~"J D :r ·r J.::l () .. · .. )·1 IJEBERG.•"1NG 






640 I.,~ GRUPPE 1 ~~n BIT 0 1 ·-·>0 IJEfJERGANG 
641 I* GRUPPE 1:.:-.!B HIT 1 1··<>0 IJEBERGANG 
642 I* GRUPPE g!e BIT ~i 1··>0 UEBERGANG 
643 I* GRUPPE J.F!B BIT ~) 1·-·>0 IJEBERGANG 
644 H:· GRUPPE 1 r.:!o HlT 4 1 '"•)·() UEBERGANG 
645 I* GRUPPE 1 ;20 B1T 5 1 --:.::{) UEBERGANG 
646 I* GRUPPE 1 f.!8 BlT 6 1···>0 UEDEI~GAI\IG 
647 I* GRUPPE 12(1 BIT ·; l ··>O UEBERG,~NG 
648 I* GRUPPE 1 fZ!8 HJT f3 1 -<>O IJEBERGANG 
649 I* G;:RUPPE 1f1D HJT ') 1 <>O UEBERGANG 
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650 I* (:}RUPPE 128 BIT 10 1->0 UEBERGANG 
651 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 1 1 1->0 UEBERGANG 
652 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 12 1-)0 liEBERGANG 
653 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 13 1->0 liEBERGANG 
654 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 14 1-:::o liEBERGANG 





660 I-«· GRUPPE 128 BIT 0 0->1 liEBERGANG 
661 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 1 o->1 liEBERGANG 
662 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 2 o-:::-1 liEBERGANG 
663 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 3 o-:::-1 liEBERGANG 
664 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 4 o->1 liEBERGANG 
665 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 5 o->1 liEBERGANG 
666 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 6 o->1 liEBERGANG 
667 H· GRUPPE 128 BIT 7 o->1 liEBERGANG 
668 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 8 o->1 liEBEr~ GANG 
669 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 9 o->1 UEBERGANG 
670 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 10 o->1 liEBERGANG 
671 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 11 0-)·1 liEBERGANG 
672 I* GRUPPE 128 BIT 12 0->1 liEBERGANG 
6'73 I-r.· GRUPPE 128 BIT 13 0->1 liEBERGANG 
674 I* CRUPPE 128 BIT 14 o->1 IJEBERGANG 





680 I ·U· GRUPPE 129 BIT 0 1->0 liEBERGANG 
681 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT 1 1-)0 UEBERGANG 
682 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT 2 1.-)0 IJEBERGl~NG 
b83 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT 3 1.-:>0 IJEBERGANG 
b84 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT 4 1->0 IJEBERGANG 
685 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT 5 1-)0 UEBERGANG 
686 H!- GRUPPE 129 BIT b 1-·>0 UEBERGANG 
687 I ·I< G!RUPPE 129 BIT 7 1-~,::·0 UEBERGANG 
t:l88 I·~<- GHUPPE 129 BIT 9 1-·>0 liEBERGANG 
689 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT 9 l·->0 UEBERGANG 
690 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT 10 1-)0 UEBERGANG 
691 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT 11 1-:>0 UEBERGAr~G 
692 1-ll· GRUPPE 129 BIT 12 1->0 UEBEI~GANG 
693 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT 13 1->0 IJEBERGANG 
f,.')94 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT 14 1->0 UEBERGANG 






700 I* GRUPPE 1 f"!9 BIT 0 0·-<)·j UEBERGl\NG 
701 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT 1 0· .. >1 liEBERGANG 
702 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT 2 0···>1 liEBERGANG 
703 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT 3 0 ·<)·1 liEBERGANG 
704 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT 4 0-·>1 liEBERGANG 
705 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT ~I 0·<:·1 UE:BERGAI'~G 
706 I* GRUPPE 129 BIT b 0 ·>1 liEBERGANG 
707 I* GRUPPE 12f1 Bl1 i' 0·->.1 UEBERG,.'1NG 
708 I* GRUPPE 1::0~9 BIT 0 0-·>.1 UEBERGANG 
709 I* GRUPPE j f:!9 Bn ~1 0-·>.t UEBERGANG 
710 I* GRUPPE U?9 nn 10 0 -->J liEBERGANG 
711 I* GRUPPE j f.'9 BlT J 1 0 ·>1 UEBERG1~NG 
712 I -tt· GRUPPE 129 BJT .t 2 0 ·>1 UEDERG1\I\lG 
713 I* GRUPPE 129 BlT j ::'J 0 .. ·>:1 UEBERG1\NG 
714 I* GRUPPE 129 H1T 14· O·<)·J UE~BER G/\NG 





720 I* GRUPPE 130 nn 0 .I ·>(> UE.OCF~~~~~NG 
721 I* GRUPPE: 130 l'lll .I ·>O UE.OEliG1\I\IG 
722 I* GRUPPE 130 BIT 2 J '··=~·() UEBERGANG 
723 I* GRUPPE 1 :Jo n 1·r ~3 j ~;;.() UE.BEf~G:ANG 
724 I* GRUPPE j 30 BIT ij J ... :}() I,JF.BEriGI~.NG 
725 I* GRUPPE 130 BJT )";; •·' J ··>O UEBERG/\NG 
726 I* GRUPPE 1 ~'30 Il:tl t:> j .. ~.~'(i UEBEI=<Gt\NG 
727 I* GRUPPE j 30 Hl"l '/ .1 ·)·() I,JEBEROI\NG 
728 I* GRUPPE 1 :JO BlT f3 .1··>0 \JE EIERGANG 
729 I -tt· GRUPPE .t ~30 BIT 9 j ·~~·() UF.::BE~~GANG 
730 I* GRUPPE 1~KI DlT 10 1· ·>O UEBERC~ANG 
731 I* GRUPPE j 30 nn .I :1 J ·<)·(\ UEBEFWAI\IG 
732 I* GRUPPE .130 HlT l ;2 J. . ·:~-() UE:.BERGANG 
733 I* GRUPPE. 1 ~JO BlT 13 .t ··>O UE.'ElERCt"~NG 
734 I* GRUPPE 1 ~30 Bl "I' .I LI. :1 ·)-(l UE:BERGANG 





740 I* GRUPPE 1::.10 JJll () 0 ·>1 UEBERC!\1\!G 
741 I* fJRUPPE j 30 BJ'J .I 0 ·>J Ul::rlER G/:..NQ 
742 I* GRUPPE 1 ~)() DlT r:) ~. 0. ·>J UEBERG;AI\IG 
743 I* GRUPPE 1 ~10 BIT ::J 0 <)·j IJEl:1E:RGt\I'-J(,) 
744 I* GRUPPE .t ~KI B l"l I! (.\ ·> 1 UEBERG/\1'-JG 
745 I* GRUPPE .130 HIT "' 
··' 
0 ·>1 VEBERG.<\1\!G 
746 I* GHUPPE 1 ~30 n x·r b () ·>J UEBERGl\NG 
747 I* GRUPPE 130 BJT I' 0 ->J UF.:fJER G;i~.I\JG 
748 I* GRUPPE j ~30 BJT fJ ü ·>.1 IJEBER0/1.1\JG 
749 I* GRUPPE j 30 BlT I) 0 ·>1 IJF.:BE~RGANG 
750 
751 
752 
753 
754 
755 
756 
757 
'7~58 
759 
760 
761 
762 
763 
764 
765 
766 
·n'J'l 
'768 
'769 
TlO 
T71 
772 
77~i 
774 
775 
'7'76 
7'7'7 
T78 
'779 
780 
781 
782 
7!-33 
784 
785 
'lß6 
707 
7Bfl 
'7H9 
790 
79.t 
792 
'793 
'794 
795 
796 
797 
798 
799 
I ·I* 
I ·I* 
I ·~t-
I* 
I ·I* 
I* 
GHUPPE 130 
GRUPPE 130 
GRUPPE 130 
GRUPPE 130 
GRUPPE 130 
GRUPPE 130 
-A44-
BIT 10 
BIT 11 
BIT 12 
BIT 13 
BIT 14 
BIT 15 
0->1 UEBERGANG 
0->1 UEBERG.c!l,NG 
0->1 UEBERGANG 
0->1 UEBERGANG 
0->1 UEBERGANG 
0->1 UEBERG.O:NG 
